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 Abstract 
Investigation of Combustion Characteristics of a Heavy-Duty 
Diesel Engine Retrofitted to Natural Gas Spark Ignition 
Jinlong Liu 
The conversion of existing diesel engines to natural-gas spark ignition operation by adding 
a gas injector in the intake manifold for fuel delivery and replacing the diesel fuel injector 
with a spark plug to initiate and control the combustion process can reduce U.S. 
dependence on petroleum imports and curtail engine-out emissions. As the conventional 
diesel combustion chamber (i.e., flat head and bowl-in-piston) creates high turbulence, the 
engine can operate leaner, which would increase its efficiency and reduce emissions. 
However, natural gas combustion in such retrofitted engines presents differences compared 
to that in conventional spark ignited engines. Subsequently, the main goal of this study was 
to investigate the characteristics of natural gas combustion inside a diesel-like, fast-burn 
combustion chamber using a unique array of experimental and numerical tools. The 
experimental platform consisted of a heavy-duty single-cylinder diesel engine converted 
to natural-gas spark ignition and operated at a low-speed, lean equivalence ratio, and 
medium-load condition. The engine can also operate in an optical configuration (i.e., the 
stock piston and cylinder block can be replaced with a see-through piston and an extended 
cylinder block), which was used to visualize flame behavior. The optical data indicated a 
thick and fast-propagated flame in the piston bowl but slower flame propagation inside the 
 squish region. In addition, a 3D numerical model of the optical engine was built to better 
explain the geometry effects. The simulation results suggested that while the region around 
the spark plug location experienced a moderate turbulence that helped with the ignition 
process, the interaction of squish, piston motion, and intake swirl created a highly-turbulent 
environment that favored the fast burn inside the bowl and stabilized the combustion 
process. However, the squish region experienced a much lower turbulence, which, 
combined with the reduced temperature and pressure during the expansion stroke and its 
higher surface-to-volume ratio, reduced the burning velocity and the flame propagation, 
but also avoided knocking. Consequently, the bowl-in-piston geometry separated the lean-
burn natural gas combustion into two distinct events. To extend the optical findings, the 
metal engine configuration was used to investigate the effects of gas composition, spark 
timing, equivalence ratio, and engine speed on the two-stage combustion. The results 
suggested that operating conditions controlled the magnitude and phasing of the two 
combustion events. Moreover, 3D CFD simulations of the metal engine configuration 
showed that the squish region contained an important mixture fraction that would burn 
much slower and can increase the phasing separation between the two combustion events 
to a point that a second peak would appear in the heat release rate. Moreover, the rapid-
burn event in such an engine was much shorter compared to its traditional definition (i.e., 
the time in crank angle degrees between the 10% and 90% energy-release fractions). A 
better solution was to use the inflection points in the apparent heat release to locate the fast 
burning stage. Specifically, the second inflection point of heat release rate can be regarded 
 as the end of the fast inside-the-bowl burning. Furthermore, the operating conditions 
controlled the fuel fraction that burned in the squish region before the fuel inside the bowl 
completely burned, hence the phasing of the late combustion stage. This suggests that 
squish added to the combustion complexities of such retrofitted engines and that the 
combustion strategy should optimize the mass of fuel that burns inside the squish region. 
In addition, the results indicated that the coefficient of variation and standard deviation of 
peak cylinder pressure are better metrics to evaluate the cycle-to-cycle variations than 
variations in the indicated mean effective pressure because they were less affected by the 
combustion event inside the squish region. Overall, the reliable ignition, stable combustion, 
and the lack of knocking in this 13.3 compression-ratio diesel chamber showed promise 
for heavy-duty compression ignition engines converted to spark ignition natural gas 
operation under lean conditions, which would accelerate the introduction of heavy-duty 
natural gas vehicles in the U.S.A.
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Chapter 1 Introduction  
Chapter 1 presents the benefits and challenges of natural gas (NG) utilization in internal 
combustion (IC) engines. It also discusses the current level of understanding and state of 
the art of NG utilization in heavy-duty diesel engines. Moreover, it presents the goal and 
objectives of this work. Finally, the content of the various chapters is summarized. 
1.1 Background 
On- and off-road IC engines played and continue to play an important economic and social 
role in the modern society. It is predicted that the IC engine will still be the main power 
source used in transportation for the foreseeable future [1]. As new regulations are targeting 
these engines in terms of thermal efficiency and emissions, a considerable amount of 
research was and is dedicated to increasing the use of alternative fuels and novel 
aftertreatment devices for controlling emissions [2]. Alternative gaseous fuels such as NG 
received additional attention [3] because they can reduce U.S. dependence on imported oil 
and enhance national energy security [4]. The large interest in NG relates to recent 
advancements in extracting technologies, which increased its availability and lower its cost 
[5,6]. Compared to gasoline or diesel, NG is a naturally-occurring fuel that requires little 
or no treatment prior to use [7]. Furthermore, the current fuel taxation system in the U.S. 
appears to favor gaseous fuels, particularly NG. 
NG is also a cleaner combustion fuel [8,9]. The higher H/C ratio of NG lowers engine-out 
carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions (i.e., greenhouse gas) per unit power compared to gasoline 
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or diesel engines [10]. In addition, NG engines emit less carbon monoxide (CO) emissions 
compared with those fueled with conventional petroleum fuels, which indirectly affect the 
concentrations of other greenhouse gases such as methane, tropospheric ozone, and carbon 
dioxide [11]. For example, CO depletes the concentration of hydroxyl (OH) radicals in the 
atmosphere. But the OH radical plays an important role in methane removal from the 
atmosphere [11], so lower CO concentrations can help to increase the global rate of 
methane decomposition. More, nitrogen oxides (NOx) emissions are lower under a lean-
combustion regime [12], which can reducing their ambient levels and also the nitrate 
particles. NG will also lower soot emissions by avoiding the creation of fuel-rich regions 
inside the cylinder [1]. NG’s low sulfur content decreases sulfur oxides and sulfate particle 
levels in the atmosphere, while lower CO emissions indirectly reduce the rate of conversion 
of sulfur dioxide (SO2) to sulfuric acid as well, as the production of hydrogen peroxide 
(which plays an important role in SO2 conversion process) requires CO [11]. In addition to 
the lower acid levels, methane is the largest components of the unburned hydrocarbon (HC) 
emissions in NG engines. As methane is less reactive compared to other HC emissions, its 
influence on ozone formation is negligible and thus it is not regulated [13]. However, while 
methane is a more effective greenhouse gas compared to CO2 [14], it was estimated that 
the reduction in CO2 emissions due to the higher H/C ratio of NG usually offsets the 
methane emissions [13]. 
Overall, NG is a promising alternative fuel for IC engines in the U.S. Further, despite some 
skepticism shown by the U.S. customers in regard to gas-fueled vehicles, NG engines are 
very popular in numerous countries all over the world, especially in countries that lack 
crude oil reserves [15]. The mature NG markets in these countries, which are supported by 
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engine and vehicle manufactures, gas stations, after-sales services, and loyal customers, 
demonstrate the feasibility and potential of NG engine applications in U.S. 
1.2 Natural gas engine considerations 
Natural gas is an attractive fuel for IC engines because of its cleaner combustion, smaller 
carbon footprint, increased availability, and low cost. However, engine designers must also 
consider other parameters than just the fuel. For example, Equation 1.1 shows the 
theoretical engine efficiency (ߟ௧௛) for a spark-ignition engine: 
ߟ௧௛ ൌ 1 െ 1ݎ௖ఊିଵ
																																																							ሺ1.1ሻ 
where ߛ is the gas specific heat ratio and ݎ௖ is the engine compression ratio (CR). The 
efficiency of the Otto cycle shown in Equation 1.1 is higher than the efficiency of a diesel 
cycle at the same compression ratio. But diesel engines have a higher efficiency than 
gasoline engines due to their higher CR, as the compression ratio of a spark ignition (SI) 
engine is limited by knocking. However, NG is more resistant to auto-ignition than most 
liquid hydrocarbons (i.e., NG has a higher octane number) [16], which allows the use of a 
higher CR to increase efficiency in SI engine applications. In addition, a higher CR reduce 
in-cylinder residual gas fraction, which increases the flame speeds and burned-gas 
expansion rates, hence a better use of the expansion stroke and lower exhaust temperatures 
[17]. But the higher octane number also increases the difficulty in initiating and controlling 
the combustion process in compression ignition (CI) engine applications without the use 
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of an additional ignition source [1]. 
Additionally, compared to gasoline, NG has wider flammability limits [18], which allow 
NG engines to operate at leaner equivalence ratios [19,20]. In theory, lean burn can increase 
ߛ, which can further increase ߟ௧௛, as shown in Equation 1.1. Lean mixtures also permit the 
use of high CR without knock [21]. Therefore, the higher CR, combined with lean 
operation, permits a more effective utilization of the available fuel energy. Also, lean-burn 
operation is a cost-effective way to control engine-out emissions in modern SI engines 
[22,23]. While a three-way catalyst is effective to simultaneously reduce NOx, CO, and HC 
emissions, it is relatively expensive and requires strict fuel-air control at or near 
stoichiometric equivalence ratio to work properly [24]. By comparison, lean burn operation 
can lower the emissions formation [22], even though some NG engines may need an 
oxidation catalyst to reduce nonmethane hydrocarbon (NMHC) or formaldehyde (CH2O) 
emissions [25]. But the high activation energy of NG lowers its laminar flame speed 
compared to other hydrocarbons, which challenges the use of a lean mixture in NG engines 
[11]. Specifically, the laminar flame speed of typical hydrocarbons is a strong function of 
the equivalence ratio, dropping sharply as the equivalence ratio is leaned from 
stoichiometry [26]. If the flame speed is too low such as in extreme lean-burn applications, 
knocking is very probable [27]. As the flame front compresses the unburned gases ahead 
of it, it also increases their temperature by compression heating. Under these conditions, 
the unburned mixture may begin to undergo pre-flame reactions and, with sufficient time, 
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it may self-ignite explosively ahead of the flame front, generating shock waves and high-
pressure spikes [28]. The shock waves will disrupt the cold boundary layer next to the 
combustion chamber walls, increasing heat transfer to the wall and possibly causing 
overheating, hence engine damage [14]. In addition, NG’s lower flame speed increases 
combustion duration, which can affect ߟ௧௛ [26]. While advanced spark timing can reduce 
combustion duration, it would also increase knocking tendency, especially under low-speed 
conditions. In addition, extreme lean-burn operation decreases combustion quality, which 
in turn lowers engine efficiency and increases HC and CO emissions [12]. A solution is to 
use a high CR and a combustion chamber that can also generate high turbulence [12], 
thereby increasing the turbulent flame speed and reducing cycle-to-cycle variations. 
From a chemical perspective, natural gas is a mixture of various hydrocarbon molecules, 
with concentrations generally ranging from 75% to 98% for methane (CH4), 0.5% to 13% 
for ethane (C2H6), and 0% to 2.6% for propane (C3H8) [29]. For peak shaving practices 
with added propane, composition variations are even more extreme with methane ranging 
from 55.8% to 98.1%, ethane from 0.5% to 13.3%, and propane from 0% to 23.7% [29,30]. 
Albeit NG is predominantly methane, another concern is that the heavier hydrocarbons 
(ethane, propane, butane (C4H10), etc.) and inert diluents (N2 or CO2) can affect engine 
performance and emissions [31]. As a result, NG composition standards aligned with 
engine requirements must be introduced. Methane number (MN) and Wobbe index 
(WI)/Wobbe number (WN) are two main parameters that characterize natural gas 
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composition. Reference [32] used the motor octane number (MON) and the reactive 
hydrogen/carbon ratio to introduce a particular formula for calculating MN and described 
the NG’s knock resistance because the octane scale was considered inappropriate for NGs 
with higher octane numbers [33]. The WI/WN describes the fuel’s energy calculated by 
dividing the heating value of the gas [in Btu/SCF] to the square root of its specific gravity 
with respect to air [34]. While NG composition changes with geographical source, time of 
year, treatments applied during production and/or transportation, etc., [35], numerous 
studies showed relatively minor effects of the NG composition on engine performance [36]. 
It is believed that for reasonable fuel compositions, NG engines can operate reliably over 
a wide range of conditions if the engine control hardware and software are appropriately 
calibrated or the composition of the fuel is carefully controlled [31,37]. 
Overall, all the possible effects of the fuel physical and chemical properties need to be 
carefully weighted when designing a NG engine. The goal of a good NG engine design is 
to take full advantages of NG benefits and avoid its issues as much as possible. 
1.3 Natural gas in gasoline engines 
Ideally, NG would replace conventional petroleum-based fuels without the need of major 
engine modifications [38]. Gasoline engines are more easily to be modified to NG 
operation because the original spark plug can also ignite the NG/air mixture [39]. But the 
low compression ratio of the gasoline engine does not make full use of NG’s property of 
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higher resistance to knock. In addition, the low density of NG even under stoichiometric 
operation results in a penalty in engine power output [40,41]. Turbocharging can help 
compensate the power loss [42]. However, every improvement in specific power is 
counteracted by an increase in the production of specific NOx emissions [20,43]. Lean-
burn operation can decrease NOx emissions significantly [8] but has issues with reliable 
ignition and stable combustion [43]. For example, Polcyn et al. [44] noticed that 
stoichiometric operation had a more complete combustion than lean burn operation based 
on engine-out CO2 emissions. This can be explained by the decreased laminar flame speed 
that dropped sharply as the equivalence ratio was leaned from stoichiometry, which 
increased ignition lag and combustion duration [45]. Weaver et al. [11] reported that the 
roof-type head geometry in conventional SI engines is not optimal for lean combustion due 
to combustion instabilities and increased cycle-to-cycle variations. Consequently, gasoline 
engines with a roof-type head are more likely to be modified to NG stoichiometric 
operation [46,47]. In other words, the slow-burn geometry of conventional gasoline 
engines and NG’s low laminar flame speed at lower equivalence ratio are not ideal to 
converting SI engines to NG lean burn operation. Therefore, some researchers focused on 
adding hydrogen to increase the laminar flame speed in such engines [48,49]. 
1.4 Natural gas in diesel engines 
As previously mentioned, gasoline engines modified to NG operation have difficulties in 
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taking full advantage of NG’s lean burn and high-CR capabilities. Therefore the conversion 
of existing diesel engines to NG operation is more attractive [50]. 
NG’s higher resistance to auto-ignition increases the difficulties of firing the fuel in 
compression-ignition applications [51]. Solutions to ignite NG in diesel engines include 
homogeneous charge compression ignition (HCCI) [16], hot surface ignition [52,53], pre-
chamber ignition [54,55], pilot ignition [56,57] and spark ignition [1,58]. In addition to 
load limitations caused by the excessive cylinder pressure, combustion stability and 
complex control are barriers for HCCI NG applications [16]. Hot surface ignition uses a 
high surface temperature (normally 1200-1400K) to ignite direct injected NG passing near 
it. However, in addition to control complexities, this method has difficulties in ensuring a 
repeatable ignition, which affects combustion stability. More, there are issues related to the 
longevity/reliability of the hot-surface material [16]. Another solution for lean burn 
operation is the use of pre-chambers to initiate the combustion process in gas engines. The 
pre-chamber acts like an amplifier in which the relatively-weak spark energy creates a 
flame jet that can initiate combustion even in an extremely lean mixture inside the main 
combustion chamber [54]. However, the lack of access for suitable instrumentation, 
combined with the difficulty of isolating the individual variables that affect ignition 
performance, has limited the research of stratified charge systems using pre-chambers [55]. 
More, the pre-chamber combustion creates a high thermal loading in the pre-chamber 
region, which results in difficulties in achieving good combustion and stability over a wide 
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load and speed range [59]. Compared to the three ignition methods previously discussed, 
pilot-ignition and spark ignition are the two most-popular solutions to ignite the fuel/air 
mixture in CI engines converted to NG [60]. Pilot ignition uses a more-reactive fuel (e.g., 
diesel fuel) to initiate NG combustion. This increases engine cost and control complexities 
as it requires two fuel tanks, two separate fuel supply systems, and other engine and control 
modifications [61,62]. On the other hand, the economics and control complexities of the 
NG ignition system are also of particular concern in a cost-oriented market, as the capital 
costs need to be carefully weighed against long-term maintenance [63]. By contrast, the 
use of high-energy NG spark plugs is a more economical solution to convert existing diesel 
engines to NG SI operation with the least amount of engine and control modifications 
[58,64]. In addition, high-energy NG spark plugs can ensure repeatable and reliable 
ignition [65,66]. As a result, the spark plug is the predominant method to ignite the air-fuel 
mixture in NG engines [67]. 
As in most applications the spark plug is mounted in place of the fuel injector, NG is usually 
injected upstream of the intake valves and brought into the combustion chamber with the 
intake air [68,69]. Actually, NG fumigation inside the intake manifold has a number of 
benefits such as the use of a lower fuel pressure, which decreases the parasitic compressor 
work [31]. The intake and compression strokes also allow more time for NG to mix with 
the intake air, resulting in a more homogeneous fuel-air mixture in the combustion chamber 
[31]. 
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Consequently, an economical method to achieve the conversion of heavy-duty diesel 
engines to NG SI operation is by replacing the fuel injector with a spark plug and using 
low-pressure port-fuel injection for NG delivery [70]. Several studies that investigated the 
combustion chamber effects on flame propagation [71,72] found that the original diesel 
combustion chamber (i.e., bowl-in-piston and flat head) increased flame speed (good for 
lean-burn operation) because the squish generated very high turbulence levels near top-
dead-center (TDC) compared to conventional SI chambers [11,73]. As mentioned before, 
a higher CR of diesel engine can also help increase the fuel conversion efficiency. More, 
the spark plug in retrofitted diesel engines is placed to a more central location compared to 
the spark plug position in some SI engines [12], which can avoid exposing the NG to 
conditions that favor knocking. Consequently, lean-burn high CR heavy-duty NG engines 
are capable of close-to-diesel efficiencies but with lower emission levels compared to a 
conventional stoichiometric spark ignition engine [11,74]. 
For conventional spark ignited engines, the rate at which fuel-air mixture burns is a single-
stage combustion that increases from a low value immediately following the spark 
discharge to a maximum about halfway through the burning process and then decreases to 
close to zero as the combustion process ends [12]. However, natural gas combustion in 
diesel-retrofitted engines presents differences compared to that in conventional spark 
ignited engines. Figure 1.1 shows two cases of heat release rate from a typical diesel engine 
retrofitted to NG SI operation (the data comes from the individual engine cycles acquired 
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during experiments that will be presented later in this work). Similar to reference [70], 
Figure 1.1 indicates that the apparent rate of heat release for NG SI combustion inside a 
bowl-in-piston geometry has a long tail compared to the combustion inside a conventional 
SI geometry. Figure 1.1 proposed a mathematical method to analyze the phenomena here. 
Specifically, each of two distinct combustion events can be described by a bell-shaped 
curve, with the apparent heat release rate for such retrofitted engines being the 
superposition of these two bell-shaped curves. While this curve-fitting methodology have 
its limitations in describing the physics of NG flame propagation in a bowl-in-piston 
geometry, it would be better than the current theory used for conventional SI engines. In 
addition, Meyer et al. [75] found that NOx emissions reduced in retrofitted diesel engines 
with low-swirl, but no swirl influence on HC emissions. As the combustion chamber 
geometry influence the flow patterns and turbulence intensity during the engine cycle, it 
 
Figure 1.1 Rate of heat release of a typical diesel engine retrofitted to natural gas 
spark ignition operation plotted as the superposition of two bell-shaped curves that 
describe the inside- and outside-the-bowl combustion. 
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also influences the turbulent flame propagation [24]. Consequently, the combustion 
chamber effects on the burning event are evident in both the rate of combustion and 
emissions formation and destruction [24]. However, almost all the fundamental studies in 
the literature offer only limited explanations on the combustion behavior inside diesel 
engines retrofitted to NG SI operation. 
1.5 Research objective 
A recent assessment by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) suggested that the number 
of natural gas vehicles can increase up to 20% of new heavy-duty vehicles by 2025 [76]. 
This is in addition to existing heavy-duty diesel engines that can be converted to NG lean-
burn SI operation. However, as mentioned before, the combustion characteristics of such 
retrofitted engines are not representative of the convectional spark ignition engines. The 
limited information in the literature can delay the introduction of new heavy-duty NG 
vehicles or the conversion of existing diesel engines to NG operation. Consequently, there 
is a need for fundamental and applied research that can help improve the understanding of 
the physical processes that occur in these engines. The main goal of this dissertation was 
to provide additional information on the NG flame behaviors inside a diesel-like, fast-burn 
combustion chamber. A unique array of experimental and numerical tools including a 
research engine that can operate in both conventional (i.e., all metal) and optically-
accessible engine configuration and 3D CFD models were used to achieve the goal of this 
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dissertation. In detail, the CFD model can provide in-cylinder turbulence distribution and 
flame propagation details. While the optical engine helped visualize just the inside-the- 
bowl flame propagation, it can used as an additional tool to experimentally validate the 
numerical model predictions. Steady-state experiments inside the metal engine 
configuration investigated the effects of fuel composition, spark timing, equivalence ratio, 
and engine speed on the lean-combustion characteristics. The CFD model complemented 
the flame propagation information that the metal engine cannot provide. As the whole 
combustion event can be characterized by three stages (i.e., flame inception, the rapid 
burning, and the late combustion), the duration of and the burn rate during each stage were 
also investigated. More, the cycle-to-cycle variation was used to observe the stability of 
the lean-burn operation. Overall, the results can guide and/or complement the design and 
optimization directions for lean-burn high-CR NG SI engines, which would enhance the 
U.S. energy security and accelerate the introduction of heavy-duty NG engines in the U.S.A. 
Following is a description of the content presented in the next chapters. Chapter 2 describes 
the engine setup for both metal and optically-accessible engine configurations. Chapter 3 
introduces the 3D CFD models used to provide additional information that cannot be 
obtained from the experimental data. Chapter 4 focuses on the NG combustion behavior 
inside the bowl-in-piston geometry while trying to explain the two distinct combustion 
events shown in Figure 1.1. Optical measurements help to visualize flame propagation 
perpendicular on the engine axis. CFD simulations complement the optical data by 
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providing the flow patterns and turbulence distribution inside the combustion chamber. 
More, the CFD model will be used to predict the flame propagation inside and outside the 
bowl from a side view. Chapter 5 presents the results of a parametric study using the metal 
engine configuration that changed the fuel composition, spark timing, mixture equivalence 
ratio, and engine speed. In addition, the CFD models provide the flame propagation 
information at each operating condition, which would be helpful in further investigating 
the influence of chamber geometry. The objective is to analyze the operating condition 
effects on the combustion features discussed in Chapter 4, especially the effects on the 
overlapping of the two distinct combustion events shown in Figure 1.1. Chapter 6 uses the 
energy released during the engine cycle to characterize the different stages of NG SI 
combustion inside a bowl-in-piston geometry. This chapter introduces a novel method to 
identify the rapid burning period, compared to the traditional method. Chapter 7 will 
observe the cycle-to-cycle variation in such retrofitted engines, particularly the cyclic 
differences in flame propagation as seen during flame visualization in the optical engine 
configuration. The information can be used for the development and validation of 
combustion models that simulate the physics of turbulent flames. 
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Chapter 2 Experimental Setup 
Experiments were performed at West Virginia University (WVU)’s Advanced Combustion 
Laboratory. The experimental platform consisted of a single-cylinder four-stroke heavy-
duty CI research engine (Ricardo/Cussons, U.K., Model Proteus), converted to NG SI 
operation. The engine can be operated in two different configurations: a conventional CI 
configuration (referred to as the metal engine configuration in the rest of the text) and an 
optically-accessible configuration that allows the combustion chamber visualization 
(referred to as the optical engine configuration in the rest of the text). This chapter will 
describe in detail both configurations. In addition, this chapter will discuss other 
experimental details such as engine operating conditions, fuel composition, and image 
processing algorithms for the optical measurements. 
2.1 Metal engine configuration 
The metal engine configuration was used to investigate the effects of fuel composition, 
spark timing, mixture equivalence ratio, and engine speed on the NG SI combustion 
phenomena inside a bowl-in-piston geometry. The major components of the metal 
configuration setup are presented next. In addition, the methods used to analyze the 
experimental data are also described. 
2.1.1 Test engine and dynamometer 
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Figures 2.1 shows the experimental setup for the metal engine. The reported maximum 
intermittent power of the engine in its original CI configuration is 55kW at 2,200 rpm, 
using a boost ratio of 3.0 and an inlet air temperature 65°C [77]. Table 2.1 shows the engine 
specifications. This single-cylinder engine is mounted on an integral base frame with 
control instrumentation on a remote console, which are shown in Figures 2.1a and 2.1b. 
The original supercharged, direct-injection engine configuration (Volvo, Model TD 120) 
was converted to NG SI operation by replacing the main injector with a NG spark plug 
(Stitt, U.S., Model SRSGN40XLBEX8.4-2) and using a low-pressure gas injector to 
Figure 2.1 Metal experimental setup: (a, b) engine test cell, (c) top engine view, and 
(d) engine schematic. 
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fumigate NG inside the intake manifold, as shown in Figures 2.1c and 2.1d.  
No other modifications were made to the original combustion chamber, which consisted of 
a two-valve flat engine head, a Mexican-hat bowl-in piston, and a swirl-generating intake 
port, as shown in Figure 2.2. The swirl created a counterclockwise (seen from below) 
rotational motion of the air-fuel mixture in the cylinder. The spark plug was located on the 
same axis with the center of the bowl, but Figure 2.2b shows that the bowl was located off 
the combustion chamber central axis. 
Table 2.1 Metal engine specifications 
Engine model Ricardo/Cussons, Proteus 
Research engine type Single-cylinder 
Cycle 4-stroke SI Premixed 
Valves per cylinder 2 
Bore [mm] 130.2 
Stroke [mm] 150 
Displacement [liters] 1.997 
Intake valve open 12 CAD BTDC exhaust 
Intake valve close 140 CAD BTDC compression 
Exhaust valve open 126 CAD ATDC compression 
Exhaust valve close 10 CAD ATDC exhaust 
Connecting rod length [mm] 275 
Squish height [mm] 2 
Geometric compression ratio 13.3:1 
Dynamic compression ratio 12.9:1 
Combustion chamber Mexican-hat bowl and flat head 
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A 75-kW DC electrical dynamometer (McClure, Model 4999, Trunnion type), rated at 420 
V and 160 A, operated through a thyristor bank (KTK, Model 6P4Q75) controlled the 
engine speed regardless of the engine load. A 100-kg load cell (Tedea-Huntleigh, US, 
Model 104H) measured the torque applied on the dynamometer using a Wheatstone bridge.  
2.1.2 Air intake and gaseous fuel system 
Filtered intake air passed through a laminar flow element (LFE; Meriam, U.S., Model 
Z50MC2-2). A thermocouple was mounted upstream of the LFE to correct for variations 
in air density. A 30-gallon intake air surge tank and pressure snubbers, shown in Figure 
2.1b, were installed after the LFE to dampen the pressure pulsations caused by the single-
cylinder cyclic intake-valve opening and closing. This arrangement proved effective in 
dampening the intake air pressure fluctuations up to 83%. 
Figure 2.2 Combustion chamber in the metal engine configuration: (a) piston with the 
Mexican-hat bowl and (b) engine head with swirl-generating intake port. 
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The fuel supply system, shown in Figures 2.1a and 2.1c, consisted of a gas cylinder, a 
pressure regulator, and gas fuel injectors (Rail Spa, Italy, Model IG7 Navajo). The low-
pressure gas injectors, operated at 35psi, delivered NG inside the intake manifold 
immediately after the intake valve opening. As a result, NG mixed with air inside the inlet 
manifold, resulting in a high level of premixing [70]. As the throttle position was 
maintained constant during the experiments, the mixture equivalence ratio and/or load were 
controlled by varying the injector pulse width. 
2.1.3 Cooling and lubrication system 
The engine platform was equipped with heaters, heat exchangers, and temperature 
controllers. This helped to maintain constant coolant and oil temperatures during optical 
experiments as the coolant and lubrication oil during skip-fire operation in the optical 
engine configuration was lower compared to the heat rejection from the combustion 
chamber in a continuously fired mode in the metal engine configuration. The temperatures 
of engine coolant, engine oil, intake air, and exhaust gases were measured with K-type 
thermocouples. 
Engine cooling was achieved by a closed system consisting of a pressurized header tank, 
coolant pump (Boss, Model BK2507/10B), flow meter, electrical heater (6 kW), coolant 
filter, and heat exchangers. The coolant flow rate was 20 gallons per minute (gpm). The 
coolant was a 50/50 mixture by volume of demineralized water and commercial anti-freeze. 
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The coolant was drawn from the bottom of the header tank and pumped by an electrically-
driven pump through the heat exchanger before entering the engine cylinder jacket. A 
sensor inside the tank connected by a capillary actuator to an in-line valve controlled the 
raw water flow through the coolant heat exchanger, which in turn controlled the coolant 
temperature. 
Engine oil lubrication was realized through a separate temperature and pressure control 
loop. The system consisted of an oil sump/reservoir, heater, pump (Brook Crompton 
Parkinson Motors), oil filter, and heat exchangers. An electrically-driven pump pumped 
the lubricating oil from the engine oil sump through the heat exchanger, oil filter, and 
temperature sensor before delivering it to the oil distribution manifold that supplied oil to 
the main bearings, big end bearing, camshaft bearings, and cylinder head at the entrance of 
the engine. A valve at the oil distribution manifold maintained the oil rail pressure at 4 bar 
by sending the excess oil back to the engine sump. A pressure switch at the oil distribution 
manifold sent a signal to the safety shutdown unit (SSU) if the minimum oil pressure was 
below 2 bar. The oil temperature was controlled by a sensor connected by a capillary 
actuator to an inline valve controlling the raw water flow through the oil heat exchanger. 
The oil sump also contained two 1.5 kW electrical heaters that warmed up the oil to 
working temperature prior to the start of the optical experiments. 
2.1.4 Engine control and data acquisition 
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An aftermarket Engine Control Unit (Megasquirt, Model V3.0 mainboard with MS3X 
expansion) controlled the spark timing, mass of fuel injected, and several other engine 
parameters, based on inputs like the position of crankshaft and camshaft, amount of intake 
air, intake air temperature, coolant/oil temperature, and throttle position. Specialized 
software (TunerStudio, Version 3.0.28) applied built-in algorithms to determine the correct 
operating parameters such as spark timing, injection duration, dwell time for spark, etc. A 
variable reluctance (VR) transducer was mounted on a bracket off the crankcase to read 
100 equidistant teeth distributed around the flywheel and determine the angular position of 
the crankshaft. 
A pressure transducer (Kistler, Model 6011), mounted in the original position of the glow 
plug using a special outer sleeve as shown in Figure 2.1c, collected in-cylinder pressure 
data. A charger amplifier (Kistler, Model 5010) amplified the pressure transducer signal 
(0-10V signal calibrated to bars/volts) and then transmitted it to a data acquisition (DAQ) 
card (National Instruments, Model SCB-68A). An incremental rotary shaft encoder (BEI 
sensors, Model H25D, resolution 1800 counts per turn) was used to measure engine speed 
and determine the crankshaft position at any instant. In addition to pressure and speed 
signals, intake and exhaust temperatures were also collected by the DAQ card, which was 
connected to an I/O device (NI PCIe-6351) on the pressure analysis cart to provide usable 
combustion information such as the rate of pressure rise, apparent heat release rate, etc. 
Outputs from the load cell and LFE’s pressure transducers (differential pressure transducer 
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(Ashcroft, Model XLdc) and absolute pressure transducer (GP 50, Model: 211)), and 
various K-type thermocouples were connected to Ethernet measurement devices (LabJack, 
Model UE9, and ICP DAS, Model PET7019Z). An in-house built data acquisition system, 
SCIMITAR (developed on a Python software platform and installed on a Windows PC), 
was used for the monitoring and time series logging of the essential engine parameters such 
as in-cylinder pressure data, air flow rate, coolant and oil temperatures, engine torque, 
engine speed, etc. from these two Ethernet measurement devices. Moreover, the pressure 
collection and data analysis system used motored pressure to synchronize the crankshaft 
encoder data with the engine position. Specifically, the peak pressure in the motored 
pressure trace was used to determine the difference between the encoder z-pulse and the 
engine top dead center. The procedure was repeated at the beginning, during, and at the end 
of experiments to ensure that no encoder slippage affecting in-cylinder pressure 
measurements. 
2.1.5 Engine operating conditions 
A steady-state parametric study investigated the engine performance and combustion 
behavior at several operating conditions that changed fuel composition, spark timing (ST), 
equivalence ratio, and engine speed. The investigated fuels were methane (CH4) and a C1-
C4 alkane blend (hereafter referred to as NG), with compositions given in Table 2.2. The 
underlined parameters in bold italics in Table 2.3 were for the baseline condition and each 
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test varied one parameter while holding constant the rest.  
A controller malfunction during the spark time sweep was discovered during data analysis. 
As a result, the spark time sweep for methane was repeated. More, this test condition used 
Table 2.2 Composition and selected properties of test gases 
Fuel Type Methane Natural Gas 
CH4 [vol%] 99.5% Balance 
C2H6 [vol%] < 1000ppm 5.81% 
C3H8 [vol%] - 2.39% 
n-C4H10 [vol%] - 0.45% 
iso-C4H10 [vol%] - 0.421% 
N2 [vol%] <4000ppm 0.02% 
O2 [vol%] <50ppm - 
H2O [vol%] <10ppm - 
H/C ratio 4.0 3.77 
LHV [MJ/m3] 35.88 41.79 
Density [kg/m3] 0.6682 0.7471 
MON [-] 140.1 123.1 
Methane Number [-] 108.4 80.8 
Wobbe Index [kg/m3] 48.2 53.1 
 
Table 2.3 Metal engine operating conditions 
Fuel Type Methane Natural Gas 
Spark Timing [CAD ATDC] -30, -25, -20, -15, -10 -10 
Equivalence Ratio [-] 0.71, 0.73, 0.76, 0.80 0.71 
Engine Speed [rpm] 900, 1000, 1100, 1200, 1300 900 
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in the spark timing sweeping has identical operating conditions with the baseline. The 
repeated test showed almost the same results compared with the baseline condition. During 
the experimental data analysis in the next chapters, the repeated tests were used to 
investigate the effects of spark timing and the original tests at the baseline condition were 
used to investigate the effects of the other engine parameters such as NG blends, 
equivalence ratio or engine speed. In addition, the higher molecular weight of NG and the 
increased viscosity of higher alkanes presented in NG would slightly reduce the NG flow 
through the gas injectors. As the mass of fuel injected was also proportional to the fuel 
density, there was a slight difference in the equivalence ratios of CH4 and NG under similar 
injection duration, as seen in Table 2.3. 
The engine was warmed up before testing and oil/coolant temperatures were maintained 
constant to eliminate the effects of different boundary conditions on the combustion 
process. The throttle position in the experiments was fixed. 400 engine cycles at each 
operating condition were collected and used for the analysis in the next chapters. 
2.1.6 In-cylinder pressure analysis 
In-cylinder pressure data was analyzed using a single zone 0D heat-release model [12], 
under the assumptions of uniform in-cylinder pressure and temperature. Using the ideal 













where, ቂௗொௗఏቃ௚௥௢௦௦ is the gross heat release rate, ܲ is the in-cylinder pressure, ܸ is the in-
cylinder volume, ߛ is the specific heat ratio (calculated based on the composition and 
temperature of the bulk mixture), ߠ is crank angle degree, and ቂௗொௗఏቃ௛௧ is the heat transfer 
to the boundaries (calculated, for example, with Woschni’s equation [78]). Only the 
apparent rate of heat release was investigated in this work (i.e., ቂௗொௗఏቃ௚௥௢௦௦ െ ቂ
ௗொ
ௗఏቃ௛௧	), using 
a constant specific heat ratio (γ = 1.35) and a dynamic compression ratio for the metal 
engine configuration of 12.9. Personal analysis codes were developed in a MATLAB® 
environment.  
As the piezoelectric pressure transducer measured the pressure difference rather than the 
absolute pressure, the pressure signal was “pegged” (i.e., referenced) to the manifold intake 
Figure 2.3 Example of pressure filter: (a) raw and filtered in-cylinder pressure, (b) 
rate of heat release calculated from raw and filtered pressure trace. 
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pressure. The non-flush mounting of the pressure transducer inside the combustion 
chamber created standing/resonant waves in the access passage, which introducing 
undesired noise in the recorded pressure trace. Additional noise in the pressure trace was 
produced by mechanical vibrations, electric interference, thermal drift, etc. As a result, the 
raw in-cylinder pressure was filtered using a Savitzky-Golay FIR (finite impulse response) 
smoothing filter. The procedure was done in a MATLAB® environment using the sgolayfilt 
(x, order, framelem) function. Figure 2.3 shows an example of raw (unfiltered) and filtered 
pressure trace, and the corresponding ROHR derived from it. 
2.2 Optical engine configuration 
The base research engine can be modified for optical investigations by replacing the 
cylinder block and piston. This section details the engine modifications, the control 
strategies, the optical equipment used to record the combustion event, and the methodology 
used for image processing. 
2.2.1 Optical piston 
Figures 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6 show the test cell, combustion chamber, and engine schematic, 
respectively, for the optical engine experiments. The original cylinder block was replaced 
with an extended version that allows the installation of the special piston with optical 
access. The “Bowditch” piston allowed the visualization of the combustion chamber from 
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below, as shown in Figure 2.4b. Compared to the original toroidal bowl-in-piston in the 
metal engine, the “Bowditch” piston had a bowl with a flat bottom and vertical walls (i.e., 
a cylindrical bowl), as seen in Figure 2.5a. This design is a compromise between 
minimizing the window cost, maximizing the field of view, and minimizing the optical 
distortions that would be introduced by a curved window [79]. In addition, the optical liner 
Figure 2.4 Optical experimental setup: (a) engine test cell and (b) optical 
measurement. 
Figure 2.5 Combustion chamber in the optical engine configuration: (a) “Bowditch” 
piston bowl and (b) engine head. The white pixels inside the visualized area indicates 
an example of the flame captured by the CMOS camera. 
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had a greater clearance (i.e., a larger top ring-land volume, shown in Figure 2.5a) than the 
metal engine configuration, resulting in a greater blow-by [80]. These geometric 
differences, together with reduced heat transfer (lower thermal conductivity) [81], lowered 
the dynamic compression ratio to 11:1 in the optical configuration compared with the 
dynamic CR of 12.9:1 for the metal engine. Table 2.4 shows the optical engine 
Figure 2.6 Optical engine schematic. 
Table 2.4 Optical engine specifications 
Dynamic compression ratio 11.0 
Piston bowl diameter [mm] 77 
Piston-bowl depth [mm] 25 
Combustion chamber Flat bowl-in-piston and flat head
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specifications that are different from those of the metal engine in Table 2.1.  
2.2.2 Engine control strategy in the optical configuration 
The engine can be run only a few minutes at a time because the optical configuration did 
not include regular oil-feed channels. The solution is the application of a small amount of 
molybdenum disulphide anti-scuffing paste to the liner walls and piston rings. As the 
application of a larger volume of this lubricating paste would lead to the fouling of the 
optical window and hence would distort the quality of the recorded images, this solution 
created enough lubrication between the metal components for just a few minutes of engine 
operation. In addition, there were no cooling passages for the optical piston due to the 
restriction needed for window installation. To reduce the combustion heat transferred to 
the window and allow the window to cool down before reaching a damaging temperature, 
the engine was operated in a skip-fire mode [80] (i.e., a fired cycle was followed by five 
motored cycles). 
A skip-firing controller based on the Arduino Nano prototyping platform together with a 
solid-state relay (SSR) was installed between the ECU and the fuel injector to skip the 
desired number of engine cycles. Specifically, the electronic module monitored and 
counted the camshaft sensor signals then closed the SSR at a specific timing and for a 
predetermined duration only once every five engine cycles. As the fuel injector would 
receive the ECU command only if the SSR was closed, it resulted in only one fired cycle 
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once every five engine cycles. 
2.2.3 Optical measurements 
Combustion images were recorded using a high-speed CMOS camera (Photron, USA, 
Model Fastcam SA5) fitted with a 50-mm Nikon lens. The camera was mounted on a 
translational stage that both minimized vibration during engine operation and helped with 
focusing the camera on the area of interest inside the combustion chamber. Figures 2.4b 
and 2.6 show that the high-speed camera visualized the combustion chamber from below 
through the fused-silica piston window using a 45° mirror. The camera acquired flame 
luminosity (FL) in the visible range during fired operation only. The skip-firing controller 
both triggered the camera and synchronized image acquisition with the spark command. 
The start of image acquisition was synchronized with the engine spark timing to ensure 
that recorded data contained all the flame stages from inception to the end of combustion. 
The camera was operated at 15,000 frame-per-second, which corresponded to 2.77 frames 
per crank-angle degree (CAD), or one frame every 0.36 CAD at the engine speed used in 
this study. The maximum image resolution was 512 x 512 pixels, which resulted in a 113 
mm x 113 mm imaged area. The camera exposure time was set to 1/17,000 s (58.82 μs) to 
maximize the acquired signal, which ensured the detection of early weak flames. As FL 
increased several orders of magnitude throughout combustion and the exposure time cannot 
be modified during image acquisition, this approach resulted in saturated pixels for fully-
developed turbulent flame images. However, it did not affect the flame propagation 
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analysis presented in this work. 
2.2.4 Operating conditions 
Experiments were performed at lean-mixture conditions and medium engine load. Same 
operating conditions were used for both optical and metal configurations (baseline 
condition). The fuel burned in optical engine was the same with the baseline condition of 
metal configuration. The detailed fuel composition and properties were shown in Table 2.2. 
Table 2.5 summarizes the engine operating conditions. A spark timing of -10 CAD ATDC 
resulted in knock-free operation for both engine configurations. The different residual gas 
composition (air for the optical engine configuration and combustion products for the metal 
engine configuration), together with the different effective CR, led to a leaner mixture for 
the optical engine. 
Table 2.5 Optical engine operating conditions 
Parameter Value 
Spark Timing [CAD ATDC] -10 
Equivalence ratio [-] 0.66 
Engine speed [rpm] 900 
Spark duration [ms] 1 
Start of injection 12 CAD BTDC exhaust 
Intake manifold pressure [kPa] 84 
Intake air temperature [K] 300 
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The thermal conductivity of quartz was much lower than the one of the original metal 
piston, which can promote the formation of hot spots. More, the optical piston used only 
two of the three piston rings, which necessitated manual lubrication of the liner and piston 
rings at very frequent intervals during testing. Despite skip-firing, the combustion event 
can still foul the optical window. Consequently, the cylinder head needed to be removed 
each time the window needed cleaning during experiments, which reduced the number of 
operating conditions and engine cycles that could be recorded at each operating condition 
before the image quality was affected. As a result, the analysis presented in this study was 
based on combustion visualization of only a reduced number of visualized cycles engine 
cycles (twenty-one), recorded at the baseline condition shown in Table 2.5. More, CFD 
simulations of the optical engine were used to obtain additional information of more flame 
behavior. 
2.2.5 Image processing 
Photron PFV Version 3.6.4 software controlled camera operation (i.e., frame rate, active 
pixel array size, shutter speed, and camera triggering). The images were exported as *.avi 
movie files and subsequently compiled into a series of still images (*.jpg) for image 
processing. Despite the image coding process [82] would loss some pixel information 
during video to image transition, image quality was high enough for analysis. 
Recorded combustion images (still images) were also processed and analyzed in a 
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MATLAB® environment using toolbox. Figure 2.7 shows an example of raw image 
processing for an image collected 22.7 CAD after the spark command (Frame #64) in 
engine cycle #8. Figure 2.7a, shows two circles that surrounded the flame area. The inner 
and outer circles indicate the bowl and the optical glass edge, respectively. The first step in 
image processing, shown in Figure 2.7b, was to remove both the camera background noise 
and these two circles form the raw image, while using the bowl edge as the limit for further 
image analysis. MATLAB® image processing using Otsu’s method [83] converted the gray 
scale image in Figure 2.7b to the binary image in Figure 2.7c.  
Figure 2.7 Example of raw image processing: (a) the raw image, (b) the image after 
the background noise was extracted, (c) the image after the binary conversion, (d) 
the flame edge after the binary conversion, (e) flame edge superimposed on the 
flame image, and (f) equivalent circular-flame area superimposed on the flame 
image; the small cross indicates the flame center. Re-entrant bowl edge and the 
spark plug are visible in (a). 
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Compared to other SI optical studies, the flat-bowl piston geometry of the engine used here 
better supported the usual assumption of a flame front propagating isotropically from the 
spark location. As a result, the ideal flame shape would be circular when seen through the 
Bowditch piston. After the summation of all the white pixels from the 2D binary image, 
this assumption allowed the calculation of an equivalent flame radius: 
ݎ ൌ 	ඥܣ/ߨ																																																															ሺ2.2ሻ 
where ݎ is the equivalent flame radius and ܣ is the 2D flame area in the binary image. 
Figure 2.7d shows the flame edge detected using the Sobel edge detection [84]. Figure 2.7e 
shows the flame with the superimposed edge. Finally, the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm 
[85] determined the flame center, using Equation 2.3: 




where ൫ݎ௜, ௝ܿ൯ is the assumed 2D flame center location, ൫ݎ௫, ܿ௬൯ is the assumed 2D flame 
center location, and ݁ݎݎ݋ݎ௜,௝ is the cumulative error. Equation 2.3 was applied to each 
pixel in the processed image and a matrix of cumulative errors corresponding to each 
temporary center was created. The 2D flame center was the pixel with the minimum 





Figure 2.8 Comparison of detected flame with different threshold in image 
processing: (a,g) the raw image, (b,h) the image after the background noise was 
extracted, (c,i) the image after the binary conversion, (d,j) the flame edge after the 
edge detection, (e,k) flame edge superimposed on the flame image, and (f,l) 
equivalent circular-flame area superimposed on the flame image; the small cross 
indicates the flame center. The comparison between (c-f) and (i-l) show the results 
after using two different thresholds (see the text for details). 
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The mean expansion speed of the burned gas is assumed to be the rate of change of the 
radial flame radius: 
Figure 2.9 The approach of calculating the flame images for average cycle based on 
individual cycles. 
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ݑ௕ ൌ 	݀ݎ݀ݐ 																																																													ሺ2.4ሻ 
where ݑ௕ is the sum of flame burning speed and the mean gas speed just ahead of the 
flame front. 
A larger camera exposure time ensured that flame was detected in its early stages. However, 
the Otsu threshold cannot guarantee the accurate capturing of the weak FL for all frames 
during the early flame development, such as the example shown in Figure 2.8a-f (engine 
cycle #20, frame #29, 10.1 CAD after ST). Spark reflections probably contributed to an 
improper Otsu threshold [86], which failed to describe the already-developed weak flame. 
The solution was to apply a lower threshold, as shown in Figure 2.8g-l. For such instances 
where the Otsu method failed, the threshold recalculation was repeated until the weak-
signal enflamed area was accurately detected, especially during the spark inception period. 
The average cylinder pressure was the mean value of pressure traces for all individual 
engine cycles. FL frames that corresponding to the mean pressure was referred as cycle-
averaged flame images in this work. The value of each pixel in the cycle-averaged flame 
images was obtained by adding the intensities of the same pixel in all individual cycles, 
then dividing the result to the number of visualized cycles, as shown in Figure 2.9 (frame 
#44, 15.5 CAD after ST). The same image processing steps as the ones described above 
were applied to the cycle-averaged FL images. 
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2.2.6 Heat transfer to the boundaries 
Heat transfer in the optical studies would be used to analyze the cycle-to-cycle variation in 
this study. The convection heat transfer rate to the boundaries was calculated with Equation 
(2.5): 
ܳ௛௧ሶ ൌ ܣ ∙ ݄௖ ∙ ሺ ௕ܶ െ ௪ܶሻ																																													ሺ2.5ሻ 
where ሶܳ ௛௧ is the convection heat transfer rate, ܣ is the instantaneous surface area of the 
combustion chamber walls, ݄௖ is the heat transfer coefficient, ௕ܶ is the in-cylinder bulk 
temperature, and ௪ܶ is the wall temperature. In-cylinder bulk temperature was higher in 
the optical configuration due to the differences in heat capacity between quartz and steel 
[87]. However, the skip-firing control strategy used for the optical experiments reduced the 
temperature differences between the optical and metal configurations [87]. As a result, a 
constant mean temperature of 420K for the combustion chamber walls was used for heat 
transfer calculations. In-cylinder bulk temperature was calculated using the ideal gas law: 
௕ܶ ൌ ܸܴܲ݉																																																													ሺ2.6ሻ 
where ܲ  is the instantaneous in-cylinder pressure, ܸ  is the instantaneous cylinder 
volume, ܴ is the gas constant, and ݉ is the mixture mass, which was assumed to be 
constant between the closing of the intake valve and the opening of the exhaust valve (i.e., 
no blow-by). As the air is the main component of the lean combustible mixture and the 
molecular weight of the combustion products is usually close to the one of reactants in 
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methane combustion, the air gas constant was used in the bulk temperature calculations. 
The heat transfer coefficient hc in Equation 2.5 was calculated using the Woschni’s 
correlation [78]: 
݄௖ሺܹ ݉ଶ ∙ ܭ⁄ ሻ ൌ 3.26ܤሺ݉ሻି଴.ଶܲሺ݇ܲܽሻ଴.଼ ௕ܶሺܭሻି଴.ହହݓሺ݉ ݏ⁄ ሻ଴.଼																ሺ2.7ሻ 
where ܤ is the cylinder bore of the engine and ݓ is the average in-cylinder gas velocity. 
The average in-cylinder gas velocity for this low swirl CI engine is: 
ݓ ൌ ൤ܥଵܵ௣̅ ൅ ܥଶ ௗܸ ௥ܶ௥ܲ ௥ܸ ሺܲ െ ௠ܲሻ൨																																										ሺ2.8ሻ 
where ܵ௣̅ is mean piston speed, ௗܸ is the displaced volume, ௥ܲ, ௥ܸ, ௥ܶ are the working-
fluid pressure, volume, and temperature at the reference state, ܥଵ  equals 2.28 during 
compression, combustion and expansion period, ܥଶ is zero during compression period but 
equals 3.24 ൈ 10ିଷ during combustion and expansion period. In this study, the reference 
state was the inlet valve closing condition. In addition, ௠ܲ is motored cylinder pressure at 
the same crank angle as ܲ. 
The mean piston speed used in Equation (2.7) can be calculated by the following equation: 
ܵ௣̅ ൌ 2 ∙ ݏ ∙ ܴܲܯ 600⁄ 																																											ሺ2.9ሻ 
where ݏ is engine stroke and ܴܲܯ is engine speed. 
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Chapter 3 Numerical Model 
3D CFD software (ANSYS Forte, Version 17.2), specially designed for IC engines, was 
used to simulate the operation of the CI engine converted to SI. The G-equation-based 
model (which included spark inception and the fully-developed turbulent flame 
propagation) and the k-ɛ turbulence model simulated the combustion process and flow 
motion, respectively. A unique set of model tuning parameters in the combustion and 
turbulence models was applied to the numerical model when investigated the effects of 
changing the mixture composition, spark timing, equivalence ratio, engine load, engine 
speed, and combustion chamber (metal configuration versus optical configuration). This 
chapter details the numerical models and model validations for both metal and optical 
engine configurations. 
3.1 3D CFD model for the metal engine configuration 
This section describes 3D CFD model for the metal engine configuration including model 
geometry, mesh control, sub-models, chemistry, initial and boundary conditions, and 
simulation controls. It also discusses model validation against the average experimental 
data. 
3.1.1 Model setup 
SolidWorks® was used to build in-cylinder geometry. After ANSYS® Workbench 
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(ANSYS® Fluent) generated the mesh based on the SolidWorks® model, ANSYS® Forte 
identified the model surfaces during the nomination process. However, Forte rebuilt the 
mesh control using different settings than Workbench. Figure 3.1 shows the imported metal 
engine model and the mesh at TDC. NG and air mixed in the experiments inside the inlet 
manifold, so the level of premixing was already high when the mixture entered the cylinder 
[70]. As a result, the 3D model did not simulate the intake and exhaust flows. A 360° mesh 
was used because the piston bowl was off-center relative to the combustion chamber axis. 
However, as mentioned before, the spark plug was located on the bowl’s center axis. A 
crevice volume (the narrow volume between the piston, piston rings, and cylinder wall) 
hanged off the side of the piston. The size of this crevice was adjusted to match the 
geometric compression ratio because other small feature regions such as the valve crevices, 
valve recesses, etc. were neglected. The clearance height was kept close to the one in the 
Figure 3.1 Nomenclature of the metal engine combustion chamber and its 
corresponding computational grid. 
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real engine to reasonably-match in-cylinder flow phenomena. 
The chemistry is based on the built-in NG mechanism that consists of 39 species and 268 
reactions. This mechanism was reduced from a detailed kinetics mechanism consisting of 
∼4000 species and validated over a range of equivalence ratios (0.4-2), pressure (1-100 
bar), temperatures (1200K and higher), and EGR (0-20%) [88]. As this mechanism does 
not include low-temperature reaction pathways, it cannot be used to directly predict 
knocking [88]. However, there was no evidence of knocking in the experiments at the 
investigated conditions. The n- and iso-butane shown as NG components in Table 2.2 were 
not included in the CFD gas composition because the reduced NG chemistry did not 
include these two components. In addition, their concentration was negligible compared to 
the other NG components. 
A level-set method approach (G-equation) [89,90] predicted flame development. A major 
benefit of using this model was that the flame front position (i.e., the location of G = 0 in 
the model)) could be validated against the FL data from the optical experiments. The 
discrete particle ignition kernel (DPIK) model [91,92] predicted the flame inception in a 
Lagrangian approach, and then transited to Eulerian initializing the flame surface, 
considering a kernel flame smaller than the grid size. If the spark kernel radius exceeded 
the characteristic flow length scale, the G-equation combustion model [93,94] tracked the 
development of the turbulent flame front location. For a smooth mathematical transition 
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between the two models, the flame front was assumed to be the same throughout the 
transition period. The combustion models used a local laminar flame speed that was 
extrapolated from software’s built-in library of laminar flame speeds for methane, ethane, 
and propane. Specifically, the software calculated the laminar flame speed under premixed 
adiabatic conditions over a range of equivalence ratios (0.3-2), pressures (10-90 bar), 
unburned gas temperatures (500-1000 K), and EGR rates (0-40%) using detailed (high-
temperature) kinetics [88,95]. The data was parsed into a local flame speed library. The 
laminar flame speed for actual conditions was extrapolated by sampling points within the 
flame speed library using a linear-least-square fit [96] of a power law/Gulder equation [97]. 
The chemistry, decoupled from the turbulent flame propagation, was calculated outside of 
the flame, in the unburned and burned regions [98]. A re-normalized group (RNG) k-ɛ 
model [99,100] (Reynolds-Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) approach), specifically 
designed for IC engines, simulated in-cylinder turbulent compressible flows. The time-
filtered RANS simulation captured physical quantities such as the geometric features [101], 
a main focus of this study. The CFD simulation used the default parameter settings in the 
turbulence model. Turbulence-enhancing effects on the flame propagation speed in SI 
engines are essential because the auto-ignition chemistry alone is not sufficient to properly 
model the flame propagation [102]. As a result, the G-equation, the RANS equations, and 
the RNG k-ɛ model constituted a closed set of equations that completely described the 
turbulent flame propagation [103,104]. The resulting flame front information was then used 
to calculate in-cylinder heat release, end gas kinetics, and emissions formation. Specifically, 
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the species conversion and heat release were modeled as chemical-kinetics-controlled 
processes (i.e., controlled by the reaction pathways defined by the chemical kinetic 
mechanisms) inside the regions outside the turbulent flame brush such as the post-flame 
zones and the end-gas zones [98]. Other main sub-models included the flame quenching 
model, wall heat transfer model, etc. The flame quenching model [98] examined whether 
the local flame crossed the border between the thin reaction-zone regime and the broken 
reaction-zone regime [105]. As the gas-phase convective heat transfer is the dominant heat 
transfer mechanism in engine applications, the near-wall shear stress and heat transfer were 
calculated using velocity and temperature wall functions, and energy conservation 
[106,107]. 
The simulation used automatic mesh-generation at each piston position based on defined 
mesh-size criteria and specified mesh refinement controls. Specifically, the global 
Cartesian grid size was 2.5 mm. The spark plug location was refined by creating an 8-mm 
ball around the spark plug using a grid size one quarter of the global grid size. Mesh 
refinement (half of global grid size) was also applied to the cell layers around the surfaces 
to preserve the small-scale features which otherwise risked being filtered out during the 
small feature deactivation process. These resulted in up to 253,000 and 230,000 
computational cells for flow and chemistry calculations, respectively, with their number 
depending on the operating condition and gas composition. While a grid-convergence test 
indicated that the grid size would affect predicted results at this level of discretization, the 
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use of a finer grid would also have been computationally-expensive in terms of running 
time, storage, and post-processing for the large number of operating conditions investigated 
here (it was observed during the grid-size analysis that the simulation would actually 
“freeze” when a smaller mesh size was used, most probably due to the internal memory 
limitations). However, a proper choice of tuning parameters in the combustion model 
allowed the under-resolved model to predict engine performance properly without the need 
to modify the tuning values for each set of operating conditions [51]. More details will be 
shown later in the model validation section. 
The simulation started from intake valve closing (IVC) and completed at exhaust valve 
opening (EVO), assuming a homogeneous mixture of methane, air, and residual gas (2% 
of the exhaust mass). An initial swirl motion was added at IVC to simulate the intake-
generated swirl in the real engine. In addition, the boundaries had a uniformly-distributed 
and constant temperature during simulation. The model applied advanced adaptive time-
step control to allow the most efficient solution while maintaining the accuracy during 
dynamic simulations where sharp gradients in the solution variables may occur. The initial 
and maximum simulation time steps were 5.0e-7 s and 5.0e-6 s, respectively. The spark 
event activated the chemistry solver, which was applied independently of the fluid cells in 
the computational domain. In addition, adaptive mechanism clustering was applied to 
further save computer time by grouping thermodynamically-similar cells and reduce the 
calling frequency. For the output control, the spatially resolved and averaged data were 
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saved every 1.0 and 0.2 CAD, respectively. 
Time-filtered RANS simulation only resolved large-scale eddies and modeled the 
remaining scales. The RANS approach is grid-independent because filters in RANS 
simulations are in general directly coupled to the grid size and the magnitude of the eddy 
viscosity. However, the global grid size and mesh control strategy can be regarded as 
another tuning parameter in the grid-dependent combustion model, in addition to the ones 
in the combustion models. More, the discrete output points also added noises. As a result, 
the large cells discretized from the continuous domain required the use of additional 
filtering on the simulation output [69]. Specifically, a Butterworth zero-phase digital 
filtering was applied in post-processing to the predicted in-cylinder pressure, heat release 
Figure 3.2 Example of CFD filter: (a) experimental pressure, raw and filtered CFD 
pressure, (b) experimental ROHR, raw and filtered ROHR calculated from filtered 
CFD pressure trace. 
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rate, turbulence kinetic energy, turbulent flame speed and thickness, etc. Figure 3.2 shows 
an example of the filtered pressure and ROHR. The zero-phase digital filtering shown in 
Figure 3.2b maintained the phasing of the heat release rate, which otherwise can affect 
engine performance and emissions. As the predicted in-cylinder pressure was validated 
against the experimental data, the filtered pressure data must avoid any changes in 
amplitude (i.e., preserve the peak cylinder pressure). Figure 3.2a shows that the filter 
smoothed the pressure trace, but kept all the small features. 
3.1.2 Model validation 
A robust engine simulation should not require extensive tuning when the operating 
condition or gas composition is changed [108]. To test this hypothesis for the numerical 
simulation used in this study, the tuning parameters that affects the combustion model were 
kept constant, regardless of the simulated gas composition and/or operating condition. The 
choice of model’s CR, in-cylinder gas mixture composition, initial and boundary 
conditions, and sub-models (e.g., the heat transfer model) affect the predicted in-cylinder 
pressure trace for a motoring cycle [69]. The choice of tuning parameters for the spark 
kernel model, turbulent combustion model, and other sub-models (e.g., the turbulence 
model) affect in-cylinder pressure and ROHR phasing for a fired cycle [69]. 
The metal engine model was validated for all operating conditions shown in Table 2.3. The 
average experimental data at each operating condition were selected to validate the model. 
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Figure 3.3a shows that the predicted in-cylinder pressure agreed well with the experimental 
Figure 3.3 Experimental versus metal engine model simulated in-cylinder pressure 
and heat release rate, for (a) motored cycle (pressure only), (b) fired cycle, (c) 
different fuel composition, (d) different spark timing, (e) different equivalence ratio 
and (f) different engine speed. 
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data. Therefore, the model under motoring conditions could be used to reasonably predict 
the in-cylinder turbulence created by charge motion, piston moving and combustion 
chamber added effects (such as squish band).  
Figures 3.3b and 3.3c show that the simulation results agreed well with the average 
experimental data for fired cycles regardless of the NG composition (see Table 2.3 for 
details), using a set of unique parameters for the combustion model. In addition, the 
numerical results predicted a slightly different magnitude of the late burn (i.e., the bump in 
the ROHR after its peak value towards the end of combustion). Individual engine cycles 
showed that the magnitude and phasing of the late burn varied cycle-to-cycle, as described 
later in this work. As a result, the model under firing conditions was able to reasonably 
predict the NG composition effects on the engine performance. 
Figure 3.3d shows that the predicted in-cylinder pressure and ROHR agreed well with the 
experimental data when spark timing changed (see Table 2.3 for details). The larger 
difference appeared at most advanced spark timings. For example, simulations for a -30 
CAD ATDC ST predicted an advanced and lower peak pressure compared to the average 
experimental data. This difference was probably caused by the delayed and lower second 
peak of ROHR in the simulations, as shown in Figure 3.3d. In addition, the experimental 
ROHRs at -25 and -20 CAD ATDC ST show evident late burn towards the end of 
combustion, which suggests that an important fraction of the fuel burned late. However, 
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the numerical model predicted a separated, dual-peak ROHR. More, the simulations show 
a 2nd ROHR peak for all spark timings except for the -10 CAD ATDC ST. As it will be 
shown in the following chapters, several experimental cycles had significant late 
combustion even at -10 CAD ATDC ST and dual-peak ROHR for advanced STs. 
Consequently, although this late burn characteristic was hidden in the average ROHR data, 
the CFD model was able to capture it. More, it suggested that this model was able to 
reasonably predict the average NG lean-burn combustion phenomena inside a bowl-in-
piston combustion chamber. Figures 3.3e and 3.3f show that the CFD model also predicted 
well the changes in the equivalence ratio and engine speed (see Table 2.3 for details). Again, 
the differences in late combustion were reasonable. More, as the actual flow around the 
intake valve was not modeled, the simulation could not properly capture the changes in 
volumetric efficiency with engine speed, hence the slightly lower intake pressure at IVC in 
in the higher-speed simulations shown in Figure 3.3f. 
The rest of the differences between simulated results and average experimental data were 
probably due to the simplified geometry (i.e., small differences in crevice or squish region), 
the uniform-distributed and constant initial and boundary conditions (temperature and 
turbulence), the reduced fuel chemistry used to model fuel oxidation, the homogeneous 
mixture assumption, and uncertainties/simplifications in the various sub-models used.  
The combustion phasing and duration influence engine performance and emissions through 
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their effect on the in-cylinder heat release rate [12]. Consequently, it is reasonable to 
assume that predicted emissions would have a similar trend with the experiments if there 
was a good agreement between in-cylinder pressure and ROHR. The reason is that the 
built-in sub-models were proved to perform qualitatively well in SI CFD models [51]. 
However, a separate validation of the emissions trend is required for more complex effects 
such as the different diesel-NG ratio in dual fuel combustion [9]. This is needed not only 
to prove that the parameters used in the combustion model were correct, but also to prove 
the choice of chemical kinetics. Therefore, this study did not validate emissions as the 
emissions were not the focus here. 
Overall, the CFD model agreed reasonably well with the experiments at all investigated 
conditions, which supported its use for analyzing the flame behavior under lean-burn 
conditions in this study. 
3.2 3D CFD model for the optical engine configuration 
This section describes the numerical optical engine model but focuses only on the 
differences between this model and the metal engine model. Again, the average 
experimental data was used to validate the model. 
3.2.1 Model setup 
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The optical engine model applied the same chemical mechanism and sub-models as the 
metal engine model. Figure 3.4 shows that model geometry was the major difference. 
Specifically, the optical engine had a cylindrical bowl instead of the toroidal bowl in the 
metal engine. In addition, the bottom corner region shaped by the vertical wall and flat 
bottom in the optical piston bowl was different from the toroidal recess in the metal piston 
bowl. More, the top land volume was larger for the optical engine model. As a result, a 
crevice volume of a larger size hanged off the piston in the optical model shown in Figure 
3.4.  
In addition to the different piston geometry, the skip-fire control strategy resulted in the 
residual gas in the optical engine being air not the combustion products. The rest of the 
Figure 3.4 Nomenclature of the optical engine combustion chamber and its 
corresponding computational grid. 
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model settings such as the mesh controls, the initial and boundary conditions, etc. were 
kept the same in both engine models. 
3.2.2 Model validation 
As mentioned in the Chapter 2, the number of acquired cycles during the optical 
experiments was low due to the complex engine operation. As a result, the average data of 
twenty-one engine cycles were used to validate the optical model.  
Figure 3.5 shows predicted and experimental data for both motored and fired cycles. The 
matched motoring pressure shown in Figure 3.5a validated the compression ratio, initial 
conditions, boundary conditions, and sub-models (e.g., turbulence model, wall heat transfer 
model, etc.) used in the simulation. The matched pressure and ROHR shown in Figure 3.5b 
validated the choice of parameters used in the spark kernel model, turbulent combustion 
Figure 3.5 Experimental versus optical engine model simulated in-cylinder pressure 
and heat release rate, for (a) motored cycle (pressure only) and (b) fired cycle. 
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model, and other sub-models. In addition, it indicated that the G-equation-based RANS 
simulation agreed well with both metal and optical experiments using a unique set of model 
tuning parameters. The reader is directed to the explanation in the metal engine model 
section regarding the differences between the predicted and experimental data.  
The flame propagation data inside the bowl region in the optical experiments was used for 
further model validation that conventional metal engine data cannot provide. A comparison 
between the predicted and measured flame propagation inside the bowl is shown in Figure 
3.6. 
Figure 3.6 Experimental versus optical engine model simulated in-cylinder radial 
flame information, for (a) radial flame radius and (b) radial flame expansion speed. 
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Figure 3.7a shows the FL images for the average cycle at several CAD of interest before 
flame reaching the bowl edge based on the approach descried in Figure 2.9. The black line 
Figure 3.7 Comparison of in-cylinder radial flame development between (a) raw 
images and (b) enhanced images for average cycle at several CAD of interest. 
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in Figure 3.6a shows the flame radius calculated with Equation 2.2 based on the optical 
measurements in Figure 3.7a. The flame front in the numerical simulation was defined as 
the location of G=0 in the G-equation turbulent combustion model [98]. The flame radius 
in the radial direction in the numerical simulations (shown in Figure 3.6a) was also 
calculated using the Equation 2.2. Even though the numerical simulation predicted that 
radial flame radius was away from the optical measurement, the gradient of the line was 
the same. As the edge of visible flame seen through the Bowditch piston was not the actual 
flame front, parallel relation between predicted and measured flame radius proved that the 
CFD can reasonably predict the flame propagation in cylinder. In addition, CFD results can 
help find the optimal thresholds in image binarization for flame detection described in 
Figures 2.7 and 2.8. However, non-optimal results (such as Figure 3.7a) from optical 
measurements will be used for discussions in the following chapters due to the lack of LES 
simulations to help individual cycles to find proper thresholds and due to the negligible 
effects on combustion characteristics analysis. Figure 3.7b shows lower threshold effects 
when the flame was detected using the image-enhancement algorithm, indicating that an 
optimal threshold will better capture the enflamed region. The blue line shown in Figure 
3.6a shows the measured radial flame radius after the optimal threshold was chosen. It is 
evident that the predicted flame proceeding process agreed well with the optical 
measurement from flame inception to the moment when the flame reached the walls of the 
piston bowl. The differences from -10 to -4 CAD ATDC were due to differences between 
the real and the simulated 1-ms-long ignition event. The high-intensity spark (as shown in 
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Figure 3.7a) probably enlarged the real enflamed area and thus over-predicted the flame 
radius during spark inception period shown in Figure 3.6a. Figure 3.6b shows the 
comparison of mean expansion speed of the burned gas between simulation and 
experiments, calculated by Equation 2.4. The negative values for the optical measurements 
at the beginning of the analysis process were also due to the effects of the high-intensity 
spark event. Figure 3.6b shows that the numerical simulations captured the flame 
propagation characteristics.  
Figures 3.8a and 3.8b present the contours of the flame front inferred from the FL images, 
for raw and enhanced images respectively. As a reminder, FL images were recorded every 
0.36 CAD from the spark command. Figure 3.8c presents the contours of the flame front 
in the numerical simulation (i.e., the location of G=0) every 1 CAD, using a similar viewing 
angle as in the experiment. The flame contours comparison indicates that the RANS 
simulation captured the flame propagation seen in the cycle-averaged FL data. The counter 
Figure 3.8 Flame contour analysis in piston bowl from bottom view on (a,b) averaged 
cycle in the optical engine and (c) CFD simulation. 
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clock rotation seen in the experimental data validated the swirl motion settings in the CFD 
model. But this phenomenon was not evident in the predicted flame-front contours, 
probably because the time-filtered RANS simulation only resolved large-scale eddies while 
modeling the remaining scales [101]. However, it did not influenced the predicted results. 
In addition, Figures 3.8 validated the assumption of a spherical ignition kernel in DPIK 
model. 
Overall, the model not only matched well the experimental in-cylinder pressure and ROHR 
but also captured the flame behavior of the average cycle. Consequently, the numerical 
simulations were deemed capable to reasonably predict in-cylinder turbulence and flame 
propagation behavior. 
3.3 Summary 
This chapter presented the 3D CFD model used to predict engine operation in both optical 
and metal engine configurations. The G-equation-based RANS simulation agreed well with 
the experimental data that changed fuel composition, spark timing, mixture equivalence 
ratio, engine speed, and combustion chamber geometry, using a unique set of combustion 
model tuning parameters. The validated motored and fired models were deemed accurate 
to reasonably predict in-cylinder turbulence and flame propagation behavior. 
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Chapter 4 Characteristics of Natural Gas Spark Ignition 
Combustion inside a Bowl-in-Piston Geometry 
Understanding the characteristics of natural gas spark ignition combustion inside a bowl-
in-piston geometry can help predict engine performance. This chapter describes how these 
characteristics were inferred using in-cylinder pressure-data from the metal engine 
experiments at baseline condition, FL measurements in the optical engine, and the results 
of the CFD simulations. 
4.1 In-Cylinder pressure analysis 
Experiments in both metal and optical engine configurations were performed at baseline 
condition (-10 CAD ATDC ST, medium load and 900rpm, see Tables 2.3 and 2.5 for 
details). As previously mentioned, the different residual gas composition and compression 
ratio resulted in a slight difference in equivalence ratio between the two engine 
configurations (0.66 for the optical engine compared to 0.73 for the metal engine). 
However, this difference did not influence the analysis of the NG flame propagation inside 
a bowl-in-piston geometry. 
Figure 4.1 shows in-cylinder pressure, apparent heat release rate, pressure-rise rate, and 
mass fraction burned (MFB; calculated based on the cumulative heat release rate because, 
as it will be discussed in Chapter 6, the Wiebe function did not work for these experiments), 
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for both metal and optical engine configurations. There was no evidence of knocking in 
Figure 4.1, which validated the choice of compression ratio, spark timing, engine speed, 
mixture equivalence ratio, and fuel type for these experiments. The maximum pressure rise 
rate (PRRmax) was below 2 bar/CAD for both engine configurations, indicating that flame 
propagation dominated the combustion event. The coefficient of variation (COV) of 
Figure 4.1 Pressure-based analysis for metal and optical engines at baseline 
condition: (a) in-cylinder pressure, (b) apparent heat release rate, (c) pressure-rise 
rate, and (d) mass fraction burned. 
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indicated mean effective pressure (IMEP), COVIMEP, was below 2% and 4% for metal and 
optical experiments respectively, indicating a stable combustion event. Furthermore, the 
COV and standard deviation (STD) of peak pressure (COVPmax and STDPmax) were below 
7% and 3.1 bar, and 6.3% and 2.3 bar/CAD for the metal and optical engine configurations, 
respectively. As a result, the average pressure data for both engine configurations were 
considered representative for the investigated condition and therefore used for the CFD 
model validation in Chapter 3. The lower pressure and heat release for the optical engine 
were probably due to the lower effective compression ratio, higher residual gas fraction 
(air for optical engine), and probably more unburned fuel trapped in the larger crevice. 
However, optical experiments had an advanced start of combustion (SOC), as shown in 
Figure 4.1b, suggesting that in-cylinder temperature for the optical engine configuration 
was higher than that of the metal configuration around the spark command. The higher 
temperature inside the optical engine suggested a lower heat transfer to the boundaries 
despite the skip-fire control strategy. 
Figure 4.2 shows the ROHR for representative individual cycles. While not quite evident 
in the mean ROHR in Figure 4.1b, individual cycles in Figure 4.2 show evidence of 
substantial late burn (defined here as the second peak or “bump” in the ROHR after its 
main peak [69]) after 20 CAD ATDC, regardless of the engine configuration. This was 
probably due to the bowl-in-piston that “squeezed” an important mixture mass fraction in 
the squish volume when the piston was close to the TDC. It can be explained by the 
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relatively small height of the squish volume between the spark timing (-10 CAD ATDC) 
and 20 CAD ATDC. A smaller height in the squish region would increase the surface-to-
volume ratio, which would then increase the heat transfer to the cylinder head and piston 
top. The result would be a lower temperature for the unburned mixture inside the squish 
volume, which, combined with the lower turbulence in this region, would greatly reduce 
flame speed. As the squish height increased during the power stroke, the surface-to-volume 
ratio reduced, which in turn increased the flame speed. This increased the rate at which the 
fuel was consumed, hence the increase in the heat release rate seen in individual cycles. 
More, as the late burn phenomenon was the same for both engine configurations, it suggests 
that the conclusions taken from the optical measurements can be also applied to the metal 
Figure 4.2 Apparent rate of heat release of several individual engine cycles for (a) 
metal and (b) optical engines at baseline condition. 
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engine configuration.  
Figure 4.3 presents the engine performance for both engine configurations. The pressure 
trace in the metal engine experiments had a higher and slightly delayed maximum pressure 
Figure 4.3 Engine performance for metal and optical engines at baseline condition: 
(a) peak cylinder pressure, (b) location of peak cylinder pressure, (c) indicated mean 
effective pressure, and (d) thermal efficiency. The error bars in the figures indicate 
the 95% confidence interval. 
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compared to the optical engine data. In addition, the metal engine experiments produced a 
higher IMEP and thermal efficiency.  
Figure 4.4 presents the combustion phasing calculated from the apparent heat release data. 
Figure 4.4 Combustion phasing for metal and optical engines at baseline condition: 
(a) energy-release fraction of 10 percent, (b) energy-release fraction of 50 percent, 
(c) energy-release fraction of 90 percent, and (d) combustion duration (interval 
between energy-release fraction of 5 percent and energy-release fraction of 95 
percent). The error bars in the figures indicate the 95% confidence interval. 
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The CAx in this study was defined as the crank angle associated with x% cumulative heat 
release. CA10, CA50, CA90 and combustion duration (DOC) are generally the main 
evaluating indexes [12]. CA10 is traditionally defined as the end of the kernel inception 
and therefore the time between ST and CA10 is regarded as the spark inception period [12]. 
CA50 is usually correlated with efficiency and emissions [12]. CA90 is the conventionally 
the start of the late combustion period [12]. The combustion duration was defined as the 
difference in CAD between CA5 and CA95. Optical engine data indicated an advanced 
CA10 compared with the metal engine, suggesting a faster flame inception, aligned with 
the faster SOC discussed before. However, both configurations had similar CA50, 
suggesting a faster flame propagation inside the metal engine after the flame inception 
period. This was probably due to the differences in the bowl geometry and CR, which 
would generate some differences in the squish-generated turbulence. The next section will 
discuss the early flame propagation inside the bowl region using the optical engine 
experiments. However, the analysis was representative for both engine setups. 
4.2 Flame luminosity analysis 
Figure 4.5 shows a sequence of FL images for the average cycle, using the processing 
methodology described in Chapter 2. Specifically, Figure 4.5 first presents the FL images 
from spark timing (-10 CAD ATDC) to 17 CAD ATDC, every 1.8 CAD (i.e., every other 
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fifth recorded frame). The images captured flame inception and propagation until the flame 
completely encompassed the field of view at 17 CAD ATDC. The FL images recorded after 
 
Figure 4.5 Cycle-averaged flame luminosity from the spark until the end of 
combustion. 
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17 CAD ATDC were completely saturated (i.e., all the pixels inside the bowl were 
saturated), therefore this period is not shown here. More, Figure 4.5 also shows the FL 
images from 47.6 to 60.2 CAD ATDC every 1.8 CAD (i.e., every other fifth recorded 
frame), which captured the late combustion phenomena inside the bowl region. It is 
important to mention that FL for early stages was a subjective comparison as it also 
included the spark light reflected from the spark-plug electrodes and cylinder head. The 
cycle-averaged FL images indicate an almost circular flame propagation. A thick arc 
location shown in the first four images in Figure 4.5 was due to cycle-to-cycle variations 
in spark intensity and arc location. In addition, the cycle-averaged flame touched the bowl 
edge around 15.2 CAD ATDC, which was after the location of the maximum heat release 
rate (12.2 CAD ATDC). Therefore, it can be concluded that the fast burning period was 
associated to the burn inside the bowl region. More, the peak pressure location (17.2 CAD 
ATDC) was just two degrees after the flame reached the bowl edge, probably because the 
burning rate was still high at the entrance of the squish band. The short duration from the 
spark timing to the flame touching the edge of the bowl relative to the total combustion 
duration further supports the hypothesis of a fast burning inside the bowl region, compared 
to much longer burning inside the squish region. The FL images were also showing many 
high-intensity pixels and significant activity after the flame began to burn inside the squish 
and even after the end of combustion as inferred from the pressure data. As a result, it can 
be concluded that the cylindrical bowl of the engine optical configuration still contained 
some unburned mixture, most probably close to the bowl bottom corner as the rest of the 
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unburned mixture was consumed inside the (not-visible) squish region. Further, while this 
unburned mass inside the bowl created a very intense FL signal, it was burning much 
slower compared to the initial fast burn, probably due to a higher heat loss to the nearby 
bowl walls.  
Figure 4.6 shows the equivalent flame radius for the average cycle, from spark timing to 
the time flame reached the edge of the bowl. The relatively slow increase in the equivalent 
flame radius at the beginning of the combustion process suggests that the flame speed 
during the early combustion stages was slower compared to that during the fast burning 
period. The comparison of the equivalent flame radius with the distance between the 
cylinder head and the bottom of the bowl shown in Figure 4.6a suggests that the piston 
compressed the enflamed region after 8 CAD ATDC. However, the FL images suggest that 
Figure 4.6 Mean-cycle radial flame radius for (a) crank angle degrees and (b) mass 
fraction burned. 
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the radial flame propagation was not heavily affected by it. More, based on the CA5 and 
CA10 values in Figure 4.6b, the FL images showed that the enflamed region reached 
already an appreciable size at these two crank angles. This suggests that CA5 and CA10 
cannot be used to define the SOC for NG SI inside bowl-in-piston combustion chamber. 
Further, the burned mass was only ~50% when the flame reached the squish region. 
Consequently, the squish and crevice region were probably trapping an important mass of 
unburned mixture in the optical engine experiments.  
Figure 4.7 shows the radial flame expansion speed, which is the derivative of the data 
shown in Figure 4.6. The fast increase and decrease of flame expansion speed during flame 
inception stages was due to the spark light interfering with FL. The spark duration was 1 
ms (5.4 CAD at 900 rpm), which was similar to the duration of the flame speed 
Figure 4.7 Mean-cycle radial flame expansion speed for (a) crank angle degrees and 
(b) mass fraction burned. 
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increase/decrease seen in Figure 4.7a. After that, flame propagation speed increased during 
early flame development, then became relatively constant starting around 3 CAD ATDC. 
While the turbulence inside the bowl decreased when the piston was moving downward 
after TDC, the flame propagation speed was relatively constant, which was probably due 
to a combination of the expansion of the burned gas and the flame entering a region with a 
higher local turbulence, as the turbulence inside the bowl was not homogeneously 
distributed. In addition, the slight increase in the flame expansion speed shown in Figure 
4.7a after 8 CAD ATDC was probably due to piston compression effects, as shown in 
Figure 4.6a. The radial flame expansion speed start decreasing once the flame front 
approached the bowl edge, probably due to the wall quenching near the narrow entrance of 
the squish region. More, the magnitude of the flame expansion speed suggests a very fast 
flame propagation inside the bowl region. However, Figure 4.7b shows that just around 40% 
of fuel combusted when the flame speed started to decrease. As the volume of the bowl 
was large compared to the flame region, this suggests a very thick flame inside the piston 
bowl during the fast burn period. 
Figure 4.8 shows the sum of all visible pixel intensities inside the piston bowl. The bowl 
contained only saturated pixels between 20 and 50 CAD ATDC, which was due to the 
larger camera exposure time used to detect the early flame stage. The flame intensity 
increased very fast with crank angle up to around 20 CAD ATDC (i.e., CA70). The longer 
period between CA70 and CA95 (~37 CAD) compared to short period between ST and 
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CA70 (~20 CAD) supports the separation of the overall combustion process inside this 
bowl-in-piston combustion chamber into two distinct events. Specifically, the bowl region 
can be considered as the fast-burn zone, while the squish volume and the bottom corner 
region of the bowl can be associated to the slow-burn zone. More, the slow-burn zone 
contained an important mass fraction of the unburned mixture, which contributed to the 
low slope of ROHR and even dual-peak towards the end of combustion shown in Figures 
4.1b and 4.2. In addition, the high intensity of the visible light during the late combusting 
period was probably due to luminosity arising from small amount of unburned fuel and 
oxidation of active radicals/species inside the bowl region. 
Figure 4.8 Flame intensity throughout the combustion process for the mean cycle: 
(a) total pixel intensity inside the piston bowl and (b) total pixel intensity function of 
the mass fraction burned. The plateau indicates complete pixel saturation inside the 
bowl. 
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4.3 In-cylinder flow 
Pressure data for individual cycles showed the late burn phenomenon towards the end of 
combustion. FL data in the optical measurements showed fast flame propagation in the 
bowl region. CFD results can provide flame propagation details that cannot be inferred 
directly from experiments, especially the flame propagation outside the bowl region. This 
subsection will show how in-cylinder flow motion correlated with the flame behavior.  
Simulations of both motoring and fired engine operations were used to evaluate in-cylinder 
turbulence. The 3D CFD model predicted how the interaction between the initial charge 
motion, piston movement, geometry, and combustion affected in-cylinder fluid motion. 
The motoring simulation predicted in-cylinder flow without the inclusion of combustion 
effects. Figure 4.9 presents in-cylinder mean turbulence kinetic energy (TKE) and 
Figure 4.9 Spatially-averaged in-cylinder turbulence: (a) turbulent kinetic energy and (b) 
turbulent dissipation rate. 
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turbulence dissipation rate. TKE is an indicator of in-cylinder gas motion intensity, while 
the turbulence dissipation rate is the rate at which TKE is converted into thermal internal 
energy. The motoring trace suggests a similar average turbulence for both engine 
configurations, with a peak TKE between -20 and -10 CAD ATDC. The peak TKE location 
supports the choice of spark timing at baseline condition in this study (-10 CAD ATDC) 
for fast flame propagation. In addition, the TKE had a second, higher peak in the fired cycle, 
probably the result of the combustion event. The combustion process increased the 
turbulence intensity more in the metal engine, probably due to more fuel being consumed 
during the fast combustion period. This hypothesis was supported by the corresponding 
higher ROHR in Figure 4.1b. 
Figure 4.10 shows the predicted gas motion velocity for both optical and metal engine 
configurations during motoring and fired cycles. The squish region created a high turbulent 
flow in the radial direction as the piston approached TDC. Also, a tumble flow (see the 
arrows in Figures 4.11c and 4.11d) was generated by the interaction of squish and piston-
generated flow as the piston moved closer to TDC. The combination of tumble and intake 
swirl was effective in enhancing and stabilizing the combustion process, therefore 
increasing the burning rate [12]. For example, the radial inward motion during the 
compression stroke increased the burning rate as it moved the unburned mixture towards 
the flame front (see the arrows in Figures 4.11a and 4.11b). However, the flow motion 
reversed back towards the edge of the combustion chamber during the expansion stroke. 
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The reverse flow (see the arrows in Figures 4.11e and 4.11f) may help to keep a moderate 
flame speed at the entrance of the squish region, but this outward flow motion further 
decreased the burning rate towards the end of combustion. For example, the flow 
simulations from 20 to 35 CAD ATDC (see the arrows in Figures 4.11g and 4.11h) show 
Figure 4.10 Spatially-resolved in-cylinder gas motion during compression and 
expansion strokes. 
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that the flow motion in the squish band was towards the cylinder wall and downward during 
 
Figure 4.11 Enlarged spatially-resolved in-cylinder gas motion during motoring cycle 
at several CAD of interest. 
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the expansion. As a result, it was expected that the burn inside the squish region would be 
slower and longer. 
Further analysis of the motoring trace indicated that while the prominence in the middle of 
the bowl affected the local fluid motion, it did not significantly affect the flow in other 
Figure 4.12 Spatially-resolved turbulent kinetic energy at several CAD of interest. 
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areas. However, the piston geometry affected flame propagation for a fired cycle and thus 
influenced the local gas motion.  
Figure 4.12 presents the TKE distribution inside the combustion chamber at various crank 
angle of interest during compression and expansion strokes. The motoring trace for both 
engine configurations indicated intensive motion during compression in the region between 
the straight-sided wall and the prominence in the middle of the bowl, which would promote 
flame propagation. However, as the region around the spark plug location experienced a 
moderate turbulence, it helped with the ignition process (i.e., avoided early-flame 
extinction). In-cylinder turbulence decreased as the piston moved downward during the 
expansion stroke. The squish region closer to the cylinder wall had a much lower 
turbulence intensity compared to the rest of the squish, which would reduce the local flame 
speed. In addition, the location and intensity of the high turbulence region were similar for 
both engine configurations, probably due to the similar clearance height. The slightly 
higher turbulence intensity inside the optical engine bowl can be explained by the lower 
mixture mass inside the bowl (because more mixture was trapped inside the larger crevice 
volume), which reduced the turbulence dissipation rate, hence higher velocity. Figure 4.12 
also shows that the prominence in the middle of the bowl also affected the turbulence 
distribution, evidenced by the slight distortion of the high turbulence region. However, the 
most significant difference was located at the bottom edge of the cylindrical bowl in the 
optical engine, which experienced reduced turbulence throughout the whole investigated 
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period. As a result, this volume can contain a significant percentage of the fuel, which will 
then experience a slow-burning process. Further, the reverse squish flow, together with the 
inertia of in-cylinder flow, probably generated a much higher turbulent flame propagation 
at the entrance of the squish compared to the rest of the region. 
4.4 Local and time separation of the combustion process 
The turbulence distribution inside the bowl-in-piston chamber separated the combustion 
phenomena into two separate events: a highly-turbulent and low-turbulence flame 
propagation. For the metal engine, the highly-turbulent flame propagation was restricted 
mainly inside the bowl region, while the low-turbulence flame propagation included the 
toroidal recess of the bowl and the squish band, especially the squish region close to the 
Figure 4.13 Spatially-averaged flame information for metal and optical engines: (a) 
turbulent flame speed and (b) flame brush thickness (i.e., the square root of the Favre-
variance of G). 
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liner. For the optical engine, the highly-turbulent flame propagation was also inside the 
Figure 4.14 Spatially-distributed turbulent flame speed at the flame front (i.e., G = 0) at 
several CAD of interest for metal and optical engines. 
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bowl region, while the low-turbulence flame propagation included the 90º-shaped bottom 
corner of the bowl and the squish region. Therefore, this section describes the flame 
propagation process in the bowl-in-piston geometry using the main characteristics of the 
turbulence distribution inside the chamber.  
Figures 4.13 and 4.14 provide additional information on the burning characteristics inside 
the bowl-in-piston combustion chamber. Figure 4.13 presents the spatially-averaged 
turbulent flame speed and flame brush thickness. The turbulent flame brush thickness is 
defined as the square root of the Favre variance of G [98]. Figure 4.14 shows the turbulent 
flame speed distribution at the 3D flame front surface. The flame front location (G=0) in 
Figure 4.14 shows that the flame entered the squish band around 15 CAD ATDC. Figure 
4.13 shows that flame was fast and thick inside the bowl but slow and thin inside the squish, 
regardless of the engine configuration. The flame brush thickness decreased sharply when 
entering the squish band, probably due to the low-turbulence. The turbulent flame speed 
decreased much slower than the flame thickness, probably because the cylinder 
temperature and pressure decreased more gently compared to the turbulence. Overall, both 
metal and optical engine simulations predicted the combustion separation into two distinct 
events. The fast-burn zone coincided with the high-turbulence region, while the slow-burn 
zone coincided with the low-turbulence region. 
It is also of interest to investigate the difference in the actual flame propagation between 
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the optical and metal engine configurations. Figure 4.13 shows that both engine 
configurations had similar averaged turbulent flame speed, despite the leaner mixture and 
smaller CR for the optical engine configuration. The similar flame propagation supports 
the hypothesis of a similar in-cylinder flame development. However, the two 
configurations had a different average flame thickness, especially from TDC to 10 CAD 
ATDC (i.e., during inside-the-bowl flame propagation), probably due to different local 
environments and bowl-crown effects. The spatially-resolved flame development process 
shown in Figure 4.14 was almost similar between optical and metal engine configurations. 
While flame propagated fast inside the bowl, the flame front masks the effects of the 
prominence in the middle of the bowl. However, the 3D flame front in Figure 4.14 suggests 
that the bowl dome did not influence the flame propagation in the rest of the bowl. After 
the fast flame slowed near the bowl edge in both engine configurations, the flame started 
to propagate inside the squish region, where the flame speed decreased continuously. The 
simulations predicted a faster burning inside the squish for the metal engine, evidenced by 
the flame front location at 35, 40, and 45 CAD ATDC in Figure 4.14. This was probably 
due to the lower equivalence ratio (0.66 compared with 0.73) and lower local temperature 
for the optical engine at those crank angles, which reduced the flame speed in this low-
turbulence region. The metal engine already completed the burning inside bowl at 25 CAD 
ATDC. However, at this crank angle degree the optical engine still had an important fuel 
mass trapped at the bottom of the bowl. The result was that the fuel burning inside the bowl 
completed around 50 CAD ATDC in the optical configuration. The fuel burning at the 
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bottom of the bowl experienced a much slower flame speed, probably due to the lower 
Figure 4.15 Spatially-distributed in-cylinder temperature at several CAD of interest 
for metal and optical engines. 
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local turbulence and increased heat transfer to the boundaries. It was probably this fuel 
Figure 4.16 Spatially-distributed fuel mass fraction at several CAD of interest for 
metal and optical engines. 
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trapped at the bottom of the bowl that produced the visible light captured by the CMOS 
camera in the optical experiments, hence the saturated pixels inside the bowl during the 
late combusting period and the FL seen even after end of combustion (see the FL images 
after 50 CAD ATDC in Figure 4.5). It can be concluded that the late oxidation seen in the 
optical engine experiments would not be representative for the metal engine. However, 
optical measurements using a Bowditch piston captured well the flame propagation 
characteristic of the metal configuration from the early flame development to the time when 
the flame touched the bowl edge. 
Figure 4.15 presents in-cylinder temperature distribution at various crank angles during the 
combustion event. The temperature in the cylinder bowl was always higher than that in the 
squish region. Therefore, the preheat zone just before the flame front received more heat 
from the burned mixture inside the bowl region, which increased the chemical reaction 
rates. More, the bowl region was the high-temperature zone and the squish band was the 
low-temperature zone. The temperature distribution partially explains the combustion 
separation into two distinct events. Moreover, the temperature distribution was similar for 
both the metal and the optical engine configurations. The prominence in the middle of the 
bowl slightly changed the shape of the high temperature region near the center of the bowl. 
The slower combustion of the fuel trapped in the bottom corner of the cylindrical bowl in 
the optical engine delayed the peak temperature and the slower temperature decrease after 
the peak. 
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Figures 4.16 and 4.17 show the fuel mass fraction distribution and the chemical heat release 
Figure 4.17 Spatially-distributed chemical heat release rate at several CAD of 
interest for metal and optical engines. 
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rate during the combustion event, respectively, for both engines. As a reminder, the SOC 
in the simulation was defined as the crank angle in Figure 4.12 at which the turbulent flame 
speed increased from zero. The CFD results indicated that there was almost no unburned 
methane in the burned zone. Therefore, the heat was released only at the flame front. In 
addition, the burned region did not contain a lot of incomplete-burn products despite the 
thick flame, supported by the lack of heat release behind the flame front. As a result, the 
chemical heat release process took place at the flame front location.  
It is also of interest to compare the characteristics of flame propagation in a bowl-in-piston 
Figure 4.18 Flame propagation contour viewed from the piston bottom and side: (a,b) 
metal engine and (c,d) optical engine. 
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geometry in a two-dimensional reference frame. Figure 4.18 shows the flame front location 
at every CAD after ignition for both engine configurations. The inner and outer black 
circles in Figures 4.18a and 4.18c are the bowl and combustion chamber (liner) edges, 
respectively, as viewed through the piston bottom. The red and blue contours in Figures 
4.18b and 4.18d show the flame propagation before and after reaching the squish region, 
respectively, as viewed from the side. Figure 4.18 shows that the flame propagation speed 
was higher inside the bowl region and when entering the squish region, despite the shorter 
vertical distance between the flat engine head and the piston top. This phenomenon can be 
explained by (i) a higher in-cylinder pressure and temperature, (ii) the inertia of the mixture 
motion, and (iii) the locally-strong turbulence caused by the combined effects of reverse 
squish flow and fast combustion. The flame propagated much slower in the squish region 
towards the cylinder wall because of the higher heat loss to the boundaries (high surface-
to-volume ratio), lower local turbulence, and lower temperature and pressure during the 
expansion stoke. Despite the fast burn inside the piston bowl, the slowly-moving flame 
front in the squish provided more time for unburned gas mixture to be exposed to high 
temperature and pressure situation. However, the high heat transfer in the slow-burn zone 
can help explain the knock-free operation even under the lean-burn conditions at the 
medium load and low speed in this study. 
Figure 4.18 also shows that the radial flame propagation was almost identical for both 
optical and metal engine configurations. The flame front touched the entrance of the squish 
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region at 11 CAD ATDC for both engines. More, the prominence in the middle of the bowl 
did not significantly affect the flame front, even if it affected the local turbulence, flame 
speed, and flame thickness. The flame propagation in the vertical directions was almost 
identical for both engine configurations, except the region of the bottom of the bowl.  
More, the numerical simulations suggest that the flame front was closer to the cylinder 
liner in the smaller squish region (the left side of the 2D slices shown above), as the piston 
bowl was positioned off-axis. Moreover, the results indicated that the bowl position relative 
to the cylinder axis was important, with the fuel being consumed faster in the toroidal recess 
than inside the smaller squish region (the left side of the 2D slices shown above). This was 
probably due to the way in which the asymmetrical squish region interacted with swirl 
when generating the turbulence. Further, the asymmetrical squish region also influenced 
the amount of fuel trapped inside the squish volume and the local temperature, heat transfer, 
turbulence, etc., which would affect the late combustion phenomena. 
4.5 Summary 
Premixed NG burn inside the bowl-in-piston combustion chamber can be separated into 
two distinct events. The inside the bowl experienced high turbulence, which increased the 
local turbulent flame speed, hence the high temperature of the combustion products behind 
the flame. More, the flame inside the bowl was thick. The squish region experienced a 
much lower turbulence, which, combined with the reduced temperature and pressure during 
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the expansion stroke, and the higher surface/volume ratio, reduced the turbulent flame 
speed. In addition, the turbulence distribution inside the cylinder was not homogeneous, as 
discussed before. However, the high heat transfer in the squish can explain the knock-free 
operation despite the slow-burn inside the squish. 
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Chapter 5 Operating Condition Effects 
Previous chapters showed that the NG SI combustion inside a bowl-in-piston geometry can 
be described as a succession of two distinct combustion events. This chapter investigates 
the effect of the engine operating condition influences on the two distinct combustion 
events. The analysis was based on experiments performed in the metal engine configuration, 
which changed fuel composition, spark timing, equivalence ratio, and engine speed.  
5.1 Fuel composition effects 
The chemical and thermodynamic properties of each component in the NG composition 
affect the combustion process. For example, a larger fraction of heavier hydrocarbons or 
inert components in the NG can strongly influence engine performance and combustion 
characteristics such as ignition characteristics, durability of aftertreatment components, 
fuel economy, engine operability, power output, etc [109]. Figure 5.1 presents the pressure 
trace, ROHR, MFB, and burn rate from experiments performed in the metal engine 
configuration. The engine was operated at baseline condition (-10 CAD ATDC ST, 900 
rpm, medium load; see Tables 2.2 and 2.3 for details), using CH4 and NG as fuels. As 
expected, the engine had a higher in-cylinder pressure when it was fueled with NG due to 
the higher NG energy content and better ignition quality compared to CH4 [110]. NG had 
a higher peak rate of pressure rise than CH4, but it was below 2 bar/CA, suggesting that 
flame propagation was dominant throughout the combustion process. The low slope of 
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ROHR during the late combusting period was due to the shape of the combustion chamber, 
as explained in Chapter 4. When the flame front entered the squish region atop the piston 
crown, the mixture burned much slower while more heat was transferred to the boundaries. 
The ROHR for NG had a faster decreasing slope than the one for CH4 during the late-
combustion period, probably due to a faster flame propagation and an advanced start during 
this period. The burning rate of the turbulent flame inside the cylinder was defined as the 
Figure 5.1 Effect of NG composition on (a) in-cylinder pressure, (b) apparent heat 
release rate, (c) mass fraction burned, and (d) burn rate. 
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derivative of mass fraction burned [111]. Figures 5.1c and 5.1d indicate that the flame 
development time (i.e., ignition delay or lag) was shorter for NG operation. This was due 
to the presence of higher hydrocarbon chains in the NG with better ignition properties 
compared to CH4, as the energy required to break a C-H bond is higher than that required 
to break a C-C bond [112]. As a result, the time required to initiate the combustion process 
for CH4 is longer than for other alkanes, which increases its ignition delay [113]. The 
comparison of MFB or burn rate between the two fuels also suggest that the addition of 
lower H/C ratio compounds increased the burning velocity, probably due to formation of 
enhanced radicals that helped accelerate the combustion process [31]. 
Four hundred consecutive cycles were plotted in Figure 5.2 to investigate late combustion 
differences caused by different fuel blends. It is difficult to conclude which fuel increased 
the number of cycles with significant late burn. But it can be seen that NG shortened the 
late combustion duration, probably because its shorter 1st combustion stage period 
Figure 5.2 Effect of NG composition on the apparent rate of heat release of individual 
engine cycles. 
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advanced the phasing of the 2nd combustion stage. As a result, the 2nd combustion stage for 
the NG operation took place at more optimal conditions (i.e., higher cylinder pressure and 
bulk temperature). This explains the faster decreasing slope of NG ROHR towards the end 
of combustion shown in Figure 5.1b. However, the experiments could not provide the 
details needed to better understand the fuel effect on the late burn phenomena. As a result, 
Figure 5.3 Effect of NG composition on the engine performance: (a) peak cylinder 
pressure, (b) location of peak cylinder pressure, (c) indicated mean effective 
pressure, and (d) thermal efficiency. The error bars in the figures indicate the 95% 
confidence interval. 
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the numerical simulation will be used to further evaluate fuel effects.  
Figure 5.3 shows that the average in-cylinder peak pressure was higher and advanced for 
NG compared with CH4, as the presence of higher carbon species enhanced flame speed 
Figure 5.4 Effect of NG composition on the combustion phasing: (a) energy-release 
fraction of 10 percent, (b) energy-release fraction of 50 percent, (c) energy-release 
fraction of 90 percent, and (d) combustion duration (interval between energy-release 
fraction of 5 percent and energy-release fraction of 95 percent). The error bars in the 
figures indicate the 95% confidence interval. 
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and the adiabatic flame temperature. More, CH4 had a 4% lower IMEP lower indicated 
thermal efficiency compared to NG because of (i) NG’s higher flame propagation speed 
which resulted in a more complete combustion, (ii) NG’s shorter fast-combustion duration 
(period before late combusting) overcame the higher heat transfer rate associated to the 
higher in-cylinder bulk temperature, and (iii) NG’s higher low-heating value (LHV) and 
WI improved the engine performance compared to CH4. 
Figure 5.4 shows that NG has an advanced CA10 and CA50 compared to CH4. As CH4 is 
less reactive than other alkanes, the addition of higher hydrocarbons to CH4 increased the 
flame speed [31]. The figure also shows that NG advanced CA90 much smaller than that 
of CA10 and CA50. As the addition of ethane and propane advanced the combustion 
phasing, one would expect it will also reduce the overall combustion duration. However, 
Figure 5.4 shows that the combustion duration was similar for NG and CH4 at the operating 
conditions investigated here, which can be explained by the diesel-like environment (i.e., 
part of the mixture burned much more slowly in the squish region, which contributed to 
much longer late combusting duration). 
Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show the predicted flame behavior in the numerical simulation. Figure 
5.5 indicates that NG had a slightly faster turbulent flame speed than CH4, but NG 
composition effects on the turbulent flame speed and thickness were not significant for the 
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conditions investigated here. Therefore, this suggests that the better engine performance 
for NG operation was due to the higher WI of the NG, which increased the rate of heat 
release. In addition, the higher in-cylinder temperature during NG operation further 
increased the gas expansion speed. However, the simulation did not show an evident faster 
burning inside the squish region for the NG operation, compared to CH4.  
It is important to note that more CH4 remained inside the bowl and burned a little slower 
after SOC + 25 CAD, according to Figure 5.6. It was more obvious at SOC + 30 CAD, 
CH4 was still burning inside the bowl but no more evidence of NG in the bowl. As the 
toroidal recess in the metal engine configuration is part of the slow-burn combustion, it can 
be concluded that NG burned a lower percentage of fuel inside the squish when the flame 
Figure 5.5 Effect of NG composition on spatially-averaged flame information: (a) 
turbulent flame speed and (b) flame brush thickness (i.e., the square root of the 
Favre-variance of G). 
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reached the bottom of the bowl (bowl recess). As a result, more NG will burn in the 2nd 
combustion stage, hence a higher late burn. This suggests that the addition of heavier 
hydrocarbons increased the flame speed but did not benefit the burning inside the squish 
region. As a result, the fuel effects on the late burn was smaller than the effects of the low 
turbulence, increased heat transfer, and low temperature and pressure during the expansion 
stroke. Therefore, the addition of ethane and propane shortened the duration of the 1st 
combustion stage and increased the phasing separation between the two combustion stages. 
However, it also advanced the 2nd combustion stage which would be better for engine 
efficiency, considering that the spark timing at this condition was delayed compared to the 
maximum brake-torque spark timing (MBT). 
Figure 5.6 Effect of NG composition on spatially-distributed chemical heat release 
rate at several CAD of interest after SOC. 
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5.2 Spark timing effects 
Spark timing affects combustion efficiency and stability through its effect on spark 
inception and flame propagation [12]. The experiment swept the ST from -30 CAD ATDC 
to -10 CAD ATDC at constant engine speed (900 rpm) and CH4 equivalence ratio (ϕ = 
0.73), as shown in Table 2.3. Figure 5.7 presents the ST effects of NG SI operation in a 
Figure 5.7 Effect of spark timing on (a) in-cylinder pressure, (b) apparent heat 
release rate, (c) mass fraction burned, and (d) burn rate. 
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bowl-in-piston combustion chamber. As expected, advanced ST increased in-cylinder 
pressure and rate of pressure rise. However, the peak pressure rise rate (PRR) was always 
below 4 bar/CA, indicating flame propagation dominated during the combustion event.  
Heat release analysis describes the efficiency of converting the thermal energy of the fuel 
into work done by the engine [12]. For a constant supply of chemical energy, more work is 
done by the system indicates the engine is more efficient. Figure 5.7b shows that the heat 
release rate of CH4 at a -20 CAD ATDC ST was larger than at any another ST. The heat 
release analysis also shows a second peak on the heat release rate for -30 CAD ATDC ST. 
More, the ROHR for -25 CAD ATDC ST shows significant late burn, suggesting that an 
important fuel fraction was burned late in the cycle. Figure 5.7c, which shows the mass 
fraction burned for CH4 at various STs, suggests an almost similar end of combustion (EOC) 
for the five cases, despite the 20-CAD difference in ST. For a better visual comparison of 
combustion process, all the burn rates in Figure 5.7d were shifted to have a similar start 
based on ST difference. Figure 5.7d shows that retarded ST shortened the ignition delay, 
probably due to the higher cylinder pressure and temperature at the time of the spark event. 
Delayed ST increased the initial burn rate, probably because retarded ST had a faster kernel 
inception. It resulted in a larger enflamed zone and a larger flame burning area at each 
observed crank angle compared with advanced ST. However, the differences disappeared 
at ST + 25 CAD, probably because of the much faster turbulent flame speed for advanced 
ST. 
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To investigate the differences in late combustion, Figure 5.8 presents four hundred 
consecutive engine cycles for each ST. Figure 5.8 shows that several engine cycles had 
significant late combustion even at -10 CAD ATDC ST, which indicated that the averaged 
data can hide important characteristics of NG SI combustion in a bowl-in-piston chamber. 
More, the ROHR data at -15 CAD ATDC ST shows that the late burn appeared more 
Figure 5.8 Effect of spark timing on the apparent rate of heat release of individual 
engine cycles. 
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frequent and had a higher intensity. The late burn was more visible at -20 CAD ATDC ST, 
and the double heat release peak started to be visible frequently in the ROHRs at -25 CAD 
ATDC ST. Finally, almost all the engine cycles at -30 CAD ATDC ST showed the second 
ROHR peak, but with different phasing and intensity. Overall, the late burn phenomenon 
was seen at all conditions irrespective of the ST.  
Figure 5.9 Effect of spark timing on the engine performance: (a) peak cylinder 
pressure, (b) location of peak cylinder pressure, (c) indicated mean effective 
pressure, and (d) thermal efficiency. The error bars in the figures indicate the 95% 
confidence interval. 
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Figure 5.9 shows the influence of ST on the engine performance. Advanced ST increased 
and advanced the location of maximum pressure. In addition, the error bars indicate that 
some cycles with advanced ST had similar combustion as cycles with delayed ST, 
evidenced by the overlapping of peak pressure and its location. This overlapping was 
probably due to variations in the spark intensity and location, which, together with 
variations in local turbulence and mixture equivalence ratio at the spark plug location, 
affected the early flame development. 
Again, the higher IMEP and thermal efficiency in Figure 5.9 indicate that -20 CAD ATDC 
ST was the MBT for the load and equivalence ratio investigated here. Advancing the ST 
from the MBT advanced and increased cylinder pressure before TDC, which opposed the 
piston’s upward movement. As a result, the amount of power delivered to the crankshaft 
reduced. Although retarding the ST can result in the peak cylinder pressure to occur later 
in the expansion stroke, this will lower peak pressure, hence decrease the work done on the 
piston. It is also important to note that even the optimal spark timing showed significant 
late burn. 
Figure 5.10 presents the combusting phasing calculated based on the mass fraction burned. 
Both CA10 and CA50 were retarded with retarded ST. More, the differences in the actual 
CA10 and CA50 values between cases were similar to their difference in ST. However, the 
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CA90 was similar, which implies that delayed spark timing decreased the combustion 
duration, probably due to the different late burn mentioned earlier. 
Figure 5.10 Effect of spark timing on the combustion phasing: (a) energy-release 
fraction of 10 percent, (b) energy-release fraction of 50 percent, (c) energy-release 
fraction of 90 percent, and (d) combustion duration (interval between energy-release 
fraction of 5 percent and energy-release fraction of 95 percent). The error bars in the 
figures indicate the 95% confidence interval. 
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As the experimental results indicated that advanced spark timing would result in significant 
late burn phenomenon and even double peak heat release rate, CFD simulations were used 
to further explain the ST effects on the combustion event separation. 
The mass faction burned (Figure 5.11), spatially averaged flame information (Figure 5.12), 
and in-cylinder flame front location (Figure 5.13) provide additional information on the 2nd 
peak of ROHR. The markers in Figure 5.11a show the MFB at several CAD of interest 
after SOC. Figure 5.13 indicates that flame was mostly burning inside the bowl in the first 
20 CA degrees after SOC. The beginning of the second combustion event can be seen in 
Figure 5.12. Advanced ST had faster and thicker flame in the bowl region, due to the higher 
turbulence inside the bowl near TDC. More, delayed ST had a faster turbulent flame speed 
when burning in the squish region (i.e., the period between SOC + 30 CAD and SOC + 40 
Figure 5.11 Effect of spark timing on the CFD predicted mass fraction burned. 
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CAD), which can be explained by the increased distance between the piston top and the 
cylinder head. The slower burning in the squish region for advanced ST was also evident 
in Figure 5.13. When the flame front of -10 CAD ATDC ST reached the cylinder liner at 
SOC + 40 CAD, the -30 CAD ATDC ST still had some unburned fuel inside the squish. It 
Figure 5.12 Effect of spark timing on the spatially-averaged flame information: (a,b) 
spatially averaged turbulent flame speed and (c,b) spatially averaged G-equation-
based flame thickness. 
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was probably the much slower burning in the squish for advanced ST that contributed to 
the almost identical EOC shown in Figure 5.7c, despite the difference between STs. Figure 
5.13 also indicates that the differences in the phasing of the burning inside the bowl were 
similar to the differences in ST.  
Figure 5.11a shows that at SOC + 20 CAD the -20 CAD ATDC ST consumed the largest 
NG/air mixture (around 40% of the total burned fuel) compared to the rest of STs. This 
trend also kept the same till SOC + 25 CAD, which already burned 65% of the fuel mass 
for -20 CAD ATDC ST. The percentage of mass burning in the bowl region probably 
affected the IMEP because -20 CAD ATDC ST was the MBT ST. Figure 5.11b also proved 
Figure 5.13 Effect of spark timing on the distribution of turbulent flame speed at the 
flame front (i.e., G=0) at several CAD of interest after SOC. 
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that -20 CAD ATDC ST burned more fuel in the bowl region. However, the flame front at 
several location after SOC shown in Figure 5.13 was almost the same for all STs. It can be 
concluded that the combustion phasing determined the fuel ratio inside and outside the 
bowl. 
The flame front reached the entrance of the squish at SOC + 20 CAD, for all cases. 
However, the remaining unburned mass in the combustion chamber was large. For example, 
-20 CAD ATDC ST had the least fraction of remaining unburned fuel (~ 60%). -10 CAD 
ATDC ST had ~70% of unburned fuel remaining in the chamber, shown in Figure 5.11a. 
At SOC + 25 CAD, the flame front almost touched the toroidal recess region for all STs. 
The fuel in the bowl burned almost completely regardless of ST, except a smaller portion 
near the bowl bottom, indicating the end of the rapid burning period for all STs at ~SOC + 
25 CAD. At this time, 39% and 43% of unburned gas still existed in the combustion 
chamber for -30 CAD ATDC ST and -10 CAD ATDC ST respectively. At SOC + 30 CAD, 
34% and 27% of unburned mixture were trapped in the combustion chamber for -30 CAD 
ATDC ST and -10 CAD ATDC ST respectively. It can be concluded that a significant mass 
of fuel was pushed into the late-burn zone during combustion. As a result, it was probably 
this large fraction of fuel/air mixture trapped in the squish volume that contributed to the 
evident late burn phenomenon. The case of -10 CAD ATDC ST did not show a significant 
late burn probably because the phasing of two combusting events (i.e., inside the bowl and 
inside the squish) was very close to each other. Specifically, the fuel in the bowl was burned 
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completely at ~SOC + 35 CAD for -10 CAD ATDC ST, while the flame front in the squish 
just reached the cylinder wall at this time. However, the separation of the combustion in 
two distinct events contributed to slow decreasing slop of ROHR towards the end of 
combustion for -10 CAD ATDC ST. For advanced spark timing, the phasing of these two 
events (fast-burn event and slow-burn event) was separated more. In addition, the much 
slower burning in the squish for advanced ST increased the duration of the 2nd combustion 
stage, which made it more easily to separate the phasing of 1st and 2nd combustion stages. 
As a result, the more significant late burn created the second ROHR peak as more fuel 
trapped in the squish and burned slower. For example, -30 CAD ATDC ST completed the 
burning event in the bowl at ~SOC + 30 CAD, but the only a small fraction of fuel was 
already burned in the squish region. With the increase of squish height during the expansion 
stroke, the burning rate was increased and thus the second ROHR peak appeared for -30 
CAD ATDC ST.  
Figure 5.14 shows the instantaneous in-cylinder chemical heat release rate at several CAD 
of interest for all STs. The major chemical heat release was along the flame front. The 
crevice region (i.e., the narrow volume between the piston, piston rings, and cylinder wall) 
accumulated an important mixture mass fraction during compression and combustion due 
to increasing in-cylinder pressure and the lower local temperature [12]. The trapped 
mixture flew out of the crevice region at low velocity adjacent to the cylinder wall once 
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the pressure in crevice was higher than the decreasing in-cylinder pressure [12]. Therefore, 
the flame front location was always close to the crevice region during late combusting 
period. In addition, Figure 5.14 shows that it was mainly the reactions around the flame 
front zone that contributed to the dual-peak ROHR. Consequently, it can be concluded that 
the late burn phenomenon was not the result of some late oxidation inside the piston bowl 
region. 
Overall, spark timing controlled the mixture distribution in the combustion chamber and 
also the phasing of the two combustion stages. As the squish height was larger during late 
combusting period at delayed ST, less fuel burned faster in the squish region, which helped 
Figure 5.14 Effect of spark timing on spatially-distributed chemical heat release rate 
at several CAD of interest after SOC. 
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alleviate the late burn phenomenon. Advanced ST trapped more mixture in the squish 
region and had less overlapping between fast- and slow-burn stages, which contributed to 
the second ROHR peak. In addition, the smaller squish height for advanced ST operation 
led to much slower burning speed inside the squish and thus a longer slow-burn stage. It is 
also important to note that the more significant late burn does not always decrease the 
thermal efficiency. For example, for spark timing that operated advanced from MBT ST, 
more fuel burned in the slow-burn stage can help increase the thermal efficiency as less 
energy was released during compression stroke against the upward-moving piston. By 
contrast, retarded spark timing compared to optimum would increase the engine efficiency 
if less fuel burned in the squish and had a more advanced slow-burn stage. However, more 
fuel trapped in the squish would contribute to incomplete combustion and eventually more 
unburned hydrocarbon emissions regardless of the combustion phasing. In order to better 
control NOx emission, ST is usually delayed from MBT [12]. Therefore, the optimization 
trend of NG combustion in such retrofitted engines is to reduce the fuel burned in the slow-
burning 2nd stage and decrease the burning duration of the fuel combustion in the bowl 
region. This approach would increase thermal efficiency and decrease unburned HC 
emissions at the same time. 
5.3 Equivalence ratio effects 
Equivalence ratio (ϕ) is a fundamental engine operating variable [12]. Figure 5.15 shows 
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the effect of ϕ at constant engine speed (900 rpm), spark timing (-10 CAD ATDC ST), and 
intake temperature and pressure. Figure 5.15a shows that a higher ϕ increased the cylinder 
pressure and pressure rise rate, but the maximum pressure rise rate was below 2.5 bar/CA. 
Figure 5.15b indicates that the heat release rate increased with ϕ due to the increase in 
available chemical energy every cycle. More, the decrease in the ROHR magnitude during 
the late combusting period was larger at higher ϕ. Higher ϕ increased the laminar flame 
Figure 5.15 Effect of equivalence ratio on (a) in-cylinder pressure, (b) apparent heat 
release rate, (c) mass fraction burned, and (d) burn rate. 
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speed and therefore the ignition delay was shorter, as shown in Figure 5.15d. A faster spark 
inception and flame propagation advanced the combustion event. However, Figure 5.15c 
indicates that the end of combustion was similar regardless of ϕ, which can be explained 
by the late combustion phenomenon. 
Based on the ROHR of four hundred consecutive cycles plotted in Figure 5.16, the leaner 
mixture (ϕ = 0.71 and 0.73) had a more frequent and significant late burn. However, 
significant late burn is not seen in most of individual cycles with higher ϕ (ϕ = 0.76 and 
0.80). It can be concluded that increasing ϕ would decrease the late burn.  
Figure 5.16 Effect of equivalence ratio on the apparent rate of heat release of 
individual engine cycles. 
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Figure 5.17 indicate that a higher ϕ advanced and increased peak in-cylinder pressure. A 
higher amount of fuel accelerated the flame development and propagation under lean 
conditions, resulting in higher power output (i.e., IMEP) from the engine, as seen in Figure 
5.17c. Higher ϕ at constant speed usually increased the burning speed, which increased 
Figure 5.17 Effect of equivalence ratio on the engine performance: (a) peak cylinder 
pressure, (b) location of peak cylinder pressure, (c) indicated mean effective 
pressure, and (d) thermal efficiency. The error bars in the figures indicate the 95% 
confidence interval. 
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combustion efficiency. However, leaner combustion also has the potential to increase the 
fuel conversion efficiency, according to Equation 1.1. This trade-off explained the decrease 
in engine thermal efficiency at the highest ϕ shown in Figure 5.17d. 
Figure 5.18 Effect of equivalence ratio on the combustion phasing: (a) energy-
release fraction of 10 percent, (b) energy-release fraction of 50 percent, (c) energy-
release fraction of 90 percent, and (d) combustion duration (interval between energy-
release fraction of 5 percent and energy-release fraction of 95 percent). The error 
bars in the figures indicate the 95% confidence interval. 
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The combustion phasing plots shown in Figure 5.18 indicate that CA10 and CA50 
advanced with higher ϕ, which can be explained by the higher laminar flame speed. 
However, there was no correlation for the DOC or CA90, probably due to the two-stage 
combustion. 
The numerical simulation results shown in Figures 5.19 and 5.20 provide additional 
information on in-cylinder flame propagation. Figure 5.19a shows that higher ϕ increased 
the turbulent flame speed between TDC and 10 CAD ATDC, probably due to the associated 
increase in the laminar flame speed. However, the flame thickness was similar except from 
10 to 18 CAD ATDC where the flame thickness was larger for the lower ϕ cases. Overall, 
the spatially-averaged flame information suggests that the equivalence ratio had little effect 
Figure 5.19 Effect of equivalence ratio on spatially-averaged flame information: (a) 
turbulent flame speed and (b) flame brush thickness (i.e., the square root of the 
Favre-variance of G). 
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on the slow-burn stage. However, ϕ will affect the flame behavior inside the bowl region. 
The flame front shown in Figure 5.20 also suggests a faster flame propagation inside the 
piston bowl for higher equivalence ratio cases. For example, the flame front of ϕ = 0.71 
did not reach the squish entrance around SOC + 20 CAD, while the fuel started to burn 
inside the squish at this time at a higher ϕ. More, combustion completed the inside-the-
Figure 5.20 Effect of equivalence ratio on spatially-distributed chemical heat release 
rate at several CAD of interest after SOC. 
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bowl around SOC + 30 CAD for ϕ = 0.76 and ϕ = 0.80, both more advanced than the 
corresponding timing for the baseline (ϕ = 0.73) and leaner-than-baseline (ϕ = 0.71) 
conditions. Further, the flame front position with CA inside the squish region showed a 
similar flame propagation regardless of ϕ, especially flame propagation close to the 
cylinder liner, which explains their similar EOC. The results suggest that ϕ had a minor 
effect on the flame propagation deeply inside the squish region compared to local 
turbulence, heat transfer, pressure, and unburned gas temperature, at least for the operating 
conditions investigated here. 
It is important to note that faster flame propagation inside bowl accelerated the burning 
speed at the bottom of the bowl and in the region near the squish’s entrance. Therefore, 
some parts inside the slow-burn zone for the lower-ϕ operation can be parts of the fast-burn 
zone for higher-ϕ operation. As a result, higher-ϕ decreased the size of the slow-burn zone 
(crater and squish). In other words, a larger fraction of the fuel inside the slow-burn region 
burned at the higher-ϕ operation before the fast-burn event was completed, which 
decreased the fraction of the fuel burning in the late-combustion stage. In addition, higher-
ϕ operation completed the bowl burning faster and advanced the squish burning event, 
which moved the slow-burning stage inside a more optimal environment. These effects 
helped alleviate the late burn phenomenon for higher ϕ cases (ϕ = 0.76 and 0.80) compared 
to baseline (ϕ = 0.73), as shown in Figure 5.16. However, leaner combustion had additional 
effects. As the leaner mixture (i.e., ϕ = 0.71) decreased the flame propagation speed, lower-
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ϕ operation burned more fuel inside the squish band. More, the larger squish height, 
together with similar radial flame propagation speed, contributed to more volume to be 
burned per radial distance. As a result, lower-ϕ operation burned more fuel in the squish 
region before the end of the fast-burn stage, which increased the overlapping of the two-
stage combustion. Therefore, ϕ = 0.71 decreased the combustion event separation 
compared to baseline (ϕ = 0.73). Overall, the magnitude of late burn phenomenon was 
affected by the equivalence ratio’s trade-off effects discussed above. 
5.4 Engine speed effects 
Engine speed affects in-cylinder gas motion, friction work, residual gas fraction, 
volumetric efficiency, flame propagation speed, the time available to complete combustion, 
and the heat transfer rates [12]. For example, higher engine speed increases the frictional 
loss to a magnitude comparable to the combustion heat loss. Although the higher 
turbulence associated to the increased engine speed accelerated flame propagation, the 
overall combustion process will be also affected by the reduced residence time, hence a 
higher probability of lower combustion efficiency. Therefore, mid-range engine speeds are 
preferred, where high in-cylinder pressure compensates the frictional loss hence more 
optimum operating conditions. More, the ST is usually advanced with increased engine 
speed to provide more time for completing the combustion event. In this study, the engine 
speed was increased from 900 rpm to 1300 rpm in 100 rpm increments, at constant spark 
timing (-10 CAD ATDC) and equivalence ratio (ϕ = 0.73). The ST was not optimized for 
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the higher speed. 
Figure 5.21 shows the pressure-based analysis for the investigated engine speeds. Higher 
engine speed decreased PRR, which was always below 2 bar/CA. Therefore, there was no 
evidence of knock, supporting the hypothesis that flame propagation dominated the 
combustion event. In-cylinder pressure decreased with engine speed due to the lower 
Figure 5.21 Effect of engine speed on (a) in-cylinder pressure, (b) apparent heat 
release rate, (c) mass fraction burned, and (d) burn rate. 
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volumetric efficiency (see the decrease in pressure at the beginning of the compression 
stroke for the higher-speed conditions) and the non-optimized ST. The ROHR and burn 
rate indicate that flame burning speed decreased when engine speed increased. However, 
the mass fraction burn showed similar EOCs regardless of the engine speed, which can be 
explained by the two-stage combustion event. 
Figure 5.22 Effect of engine speed on the apparent rate of heat release of individual 
engine cycles. 
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Figure 5.22 shows that the late burn was evident at all engine speeds. In addition, the late 
burn phenomenon was relieved for higher speed operation. Even though individual cycles 
shown in Figure 5.22 cannot show it very clearly, the average ROHR shown in Figure 
5.21b proved this conclusion.  
Figure 5.23 Effect of engine speed on the engine performance: (a) peak cylinder 
pressure, (b) location of peak cylinder pressure, (c) indicated mean effective 
pressure, and (d) thermal efficiency. The error bars in the figures indicate the 95% 
confidence interval. 
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Engine performance shown in Figure 5.23 suggests that increased engine speed decreased 
and delayed the maximum pressure, probably due to less time available to complete 
combustion at constant ST settings. There was a large overlapping of 95% confidence 
interval despite the different engine speed. Figure 5.21 shows the highest heat release was 
Figure 5.24 Effect of engine speed on the combustion phasing: (a) energy-release 
fraction of 10 percent, (b) energy-release fraction of 50 percent, (c) energy-release 
fraction of 90 percent, and (d) combustion duration (interval between energy-release 
fraction of 5 percent and energy-release fraction of 95 percent). The error bars in the 
figures indicate the 95% confidence interval. 
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at 900 rpm, which also had the maximum thermal efficiency for this speed sweep. The 
lower peak pressure and heat release rate in Figure 5.21 suggest less work per cycle, which 
affected the engine power output. Hence, the IMEP and thermal efficiency decreased 
linearly with increasing speed.  
The combustion phasing shown in Figure 5.24 indicates that a higher engine speed delayed 
CA10 and CA50. However, engine speed had negligible effects on CA90 and DOC, which 
again can be explained by the combustion characteristics in such converted engines.  
Figures 5.25 and 5.26 show some additional details of engine-speed effects on the flame 
behavior throughout the combustion event as predicted by the CFD simulations. Figure 
5.25 indicates that the turbulent flame speed increased with engine speed, as the higher 
Figure 5.25 Effect of engine speed on spatially-averaged flame information: (a) 
turbulent flame speed and (b) flame brush thickness (i.e., the square root of the 
Favre-variance of G). 
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piston speed increased in-cylinder turbulence. However, Figure 5.26 show that a higher 
speed retarded the flame front position, probably due to less time available for chemical 
reactions despite the larger turbulent flame speed. In addition, the changes in engine speed 
had a negligible effect on the flame thickness inside the bowl or inside the squish volume, 
at least for the range of engine speeds investigated here. 
It is also important to note that the slower flame propagation at higher engine speeds 
affected the separation between the fast-burn and the slow-burn stages. Specifically, the 
squish height was higher when the flame entered the squish region at the higher engine 
Figure 5.26 Effect of engine speed on spatially-distributed chemical heat release rate 
at several CAD of interest after SOC. 
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speed, which helped the burning inside the squish. Therefore, a larger portion of the squish 
region (i.e., the slow-burn zone) combusted before the fast-burn event finished for higher-
speed operation, which increased the overlapping of the two combustion stages. This 
probably explains why there was a less-evident late burn at higher engine speeds. For 
example, Figure 5.26 shows that 1300-rpm case at SOC + 30 CAD had a similar burning 
rate inside the bowl region as the 900 rpm case at SOC + 25 CAD. However, more fuel 
burned inside the squish for the 1300-rpm case compared to the 900-rpm case. The results 
indicate that a higher engine speed decreased the phasing separation of two combustion 
stages. 
5.5 Summary 
Engine operating conditions influenced the two-stage combustion event. A higher 
percentage of heavier hydrocarbons in NG increased the flame propagation speed in the 
bowl region and the phasing separation between the two combustion events. However, a 
faster burn inside the bowl advanced the combustion event inside the squish region, which 
then took place at higher pressure and temperature conditions. 
Spark timing controlled the mass fraction burned and the phasing of the two combustion 
stages. There was no obvious late burn phenomenon for delayed ST because the phasing 
of the inside- and outside-the-bowl combustion was very close. For advanced ST, the 
phasing of these two combusting events was more separated and, as a result, significant 
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late burn (or even double ROHR peak) was visible. 
The equivalence ratio had combined effects on the late burn under NG lean-burn operation. 
For example, a higher equivalence ratio accelerated the flame burning speed in the bowl 
region and can help relief the late-burn phenomenon. The mechanism is that a faster 
combustion inside the bowl advanced the start of the outside-the-bowl burning, which 
provided more optimal conditions (higher pressure and bulk temperature) for the 2nd 
combustion stage. These effects may hid the “bump” towards the end of combustion. By 
contrast, the leaner mixture delayed the 1st stage combustion and increased the 
superposition period between the two combustion stages, therefore also making the late-
burn less visible in the ROHR. 
A higher engine speed reduced the late-burn phenomenon at constant ST. The delayed 
combustion phasing of higher engine speed operation increased the squish height when 
outside-the-bowl burn took place, which reduced the local flame quenching. More, the 
delayed combustion phasing increased the overlapping of the two combustion stages. 
It is important to note that reducing the late burn was not the major goal of investigating 
the two-stage combustion. The analysis presented in this chapter shows that lean mixture 
operated at retarded ST and high engine speed would make the late burn less evident. But 
it will also lower the thermal efficiency, increased knocking tendency, and increase the CO 
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and HC emissions. As a result, the optimization of the two-stage combustion at retarded 
spark timing should focus on shortening the 1st stage combustion and moving the 2nd stage 
combustion to a more optimal phasing. 
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Chapter 6 Characterization of Energy Released Throughout 
the Combustion Period 
The turbulence distribution inside the combustion chamber separated the combustion 
phenomena into two distinct events: a highly-turbulent and a low turbulence flame 
propagation. More, the operating conditions decided the phasing and magnitude of these 
two distinct combustion events. This chapter presents the methodology used to identify the 
fast-burning combustion period. In addition, CFD simulations were applied to evaluate this 
method at various operating conditions. Further, combustion characteristics such as the 
mass fraction burned, combustion phasing, and burn rate were analyzed during early flame 
development, fast-burning period, and late-burning period. 
6.1 The separation of the combustion phenomena 
The profile of mass fraction burned as a function of crank angle describes the chemical 
energy or gross heat release. This profile has a characteristic symmetrical shape in 
conventional SI engine [12]. The rate at which the fuel-air mixture burns increases from a 
low value immediately following the spark discharge to a maximum about halfway through 
the burning process and then decreases close to zero as the combustion process ends [12]. 
It is convenient to use the mass fraction burned to characterize the different stages of the 
SI combustion process based on their duration in crank angels. 
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Traditional methodology that describes the different combustion stages in conventional SI 
engines defines the flame development process as the duration from the spark discharge to 
the point where a small but measurable fuel fraction has burned (usually the duration 
between ST and CA10). This stage is primarily influenced by the mixture state and 
composition, and the motion in the vicinity of the spark plug. The fast-burning stage is the 
crank angle interval required to burn the major portion of the charge, which is defined as 
the interval between the end of the flame-development stage (usually CA10) and the end 
of the fast flame-propagation process (usually CA90). This stage is influenced by in-
cylinder conditions. The final stage (i.e., the late combusting period) is defined as the time 
from CA90 to EOC, when the remainder of the charge burns to completion. It is not easy 
to quantify the final stage because the energy-release rates are comparable to the other 
Figure 6.1 Rapid-burning period characterized by the duration between CA10 and 
CA90 on the rate of heat release and mass fraction burned for both metal and optical 
engines at baseline condition. 
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energy-transfer processes that are occurring at the same time (such as the heat loss to the 
boundary and heat released from late oxidation) [12]. It is important to note that the 
selection of the 10 and 90 percent points is arbitrary [12]. CA10 and CA90 are selected to 
avoid the difficulties involved in determining accurately the shape of the curve at the start 
and end of combustion [12].  
Figures 6.1 and 6.2 show the rapid-burning period defined by the traditional approach 
described above for experiments at baseline condition in both engine configurations. Figure 
6.1 shows that the straight line connecting CA10 and CA90 was far away from the MFB 
curve for both engine configurations. Figure 6.2 shows that CA90 was close to the end of 
combustion. More, the duration between CA10 and CA90 included both the fast-burn 
(inside the bowl) and the slow-burn (inside the squish) events discussed in the previous 
chapters. Therefore, the traditional defined rapid burning period (i.e., the duration between 
CA10 and CA90) was not appropriate for NG SI in bowl-in-piston combustion chamber. 
This is understandable because combustion chamber had a substantial impact on the 10-to-
Figure 6.2 CAD simulation predicted flame front location at CA10 and CA90 for both 
metal and optical engines at baseline condition. 
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90-percent burn time [12].  
 
Figure 6.3 Rapid-burning period characterized by the duration between ROHR 
inflection points on the rate of heat release and mass fraction burned for both metal 
and optical engines at baseline condition: (a,b) peak points on first derivative of 
ROHR, (c,d) zero points on second derivative of ROHR, (e,f) inflection points on 
ROHR trace, and (h,i) fast-burn duration defined on mass fraction burned. 
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This study proposes a novel methodology to separate the fast burning event in the bowl 
region from the slow combustion in the squish volume, as shown in Figure 6.3. The 
methodology is based on identifying the inflection points in the ROHR, which are the peak 
points or the critical/stationary points of the 1st derivative of ROHR. The zero/root of the 
ROHR’s 2nd derivative is also an inflection point of ROHR. Based on this methodology, 
the early flame development stage was defined as the duration between ST and the 1st 
inflection point of ROHR. The fast-burn stage was defined as the period between the 1st 
and 2nd inflection points of ROHR. Finally, the late combustion was defined as the crank 
angle interval between ROHR’s 2nd inflection point and EOC (CA90 was used in this 
chapter).  
The ROHR in Figure 6.3 shows that the fast-burn duration using the ROHR inflection point 
method was shorter than the period between CA10 and CA90. As expected, Figures 6.3h 
and 6.3i show that the lines between the inflection points were tangent to the MFB curve 
regardless of engine configuration, which were the appropriate for fast burning. The 
Figure 6.4 CAD simulation predicted flame front location at ROHR inflection points 
for both metal and optical engines at baseline condition. 
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predictions of the flame front shown in Figure 6.4 shows that the flame front location was 
similar to CA10 at the beginning of the fast-burning period. This is logical because the 
chamber geometry’s effects on 0-to-10 MFB were relatively small [12]. However, both 
metal and optical engine configurations almost completed the burning event inside the 
bowl region at the second inflection point, except near the bottom of the bowl (which was 
included in the slow-burn region). Therefore, the second inflection point successfully 
separated the fast burning period, albeit the overlapping between the fast-burn and the 
slow-burn could not be separated. In addition, the values of the turbulent flame speed at 
the flame front confirm the effectiveness of this novel methodology. Specifically, the 
turbulent flame speed increased from the 1st inflection point (i.e., the end of flame 
development stage) due to the higher turbulence intensity created by the squish and piston 
motion during compression. The slower turbulent flame speed at the 2nd inflection point 
supports the end of the rapid-burning stage. More, Figures 6.3e and 6.3f show that the heat 
release rate at these two inflections points were at the same order, albeit the different 
turbulent flame speed. This was probably due to the smaller flame surface but faster-
moving flame at the 1st inflection point and the larger flame surface but slower-moving 
flame at the 2nd inflection point, which resulted in similar heat release rates. 
The inside-the-bowl burning stage included both early flame development and fast burning. 
It is also important to note that the fast-burning stage defined in analysis also included 
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some fuel burning in the slow-burn region because of the overlap between the fast- and the 
Figure 6.5 Burning duration, mass fraction burned, and average burning rate of early 
flame development, fast-burn, late-burn, and inside-the-bowl burn stages, for both 
metal and optical engines at baseline condition. 
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slow-burning periods. 
Figure 6.5 shows the burning duration, mass fraction burned, and average burning rate 
during the combustion stages separated based on the ROHR inflections points. The data 
shows that the flame inception period burned ~10% of the fuel mass, despite the large size 
of the enflamed zone shown in Figure 6.4. The gap between ST and SOC was included in 
flame inception period, which contributed to its duration and the low burning rate. The fast-
burning duration burned more than 50% of fuel due to the high turbulence inside the bowl 
region. In addition, an important fuel mass (~25%) was burned in the slow-burn period, 
which increased the burning duration compared to the fast-burning period. The average 
burn rate for the fast-burning period was the highest of these three stages, which validates 
the methodology used to detect it. The average burn rate of late burn period was not very 
low compared to that during spark inception, probably because of the transition period 
between the fast and slow burning in that region. 
Overall, the use of the ROHR’s inflection points to separate the fast-burning period in a 
bowl-in-piston combustion chamber was better than the conventional method used in the 
literature (i.e., CA10-CA90). The following subsections would estimate if this method is 
effective regardless of changes in operating conditions (i.e., changes in fuel composition, 
spark timing, mixture equivalence ratio, and engine speed). 
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6.2 Fuel composition effects on combustion stages 
The method described above was implemented to experimental data from the metal engine 
experiments that used methane and natural gas (see Table 2.2) at baseline condition (-10 
CAD ATDC ST, medium load, 900 rpm, ϕ = 0.73 for methane and ϕ = 0.71 for NG, see 
Table 2.3).  
Figure 6.6 shows the CA10 and CA90 points on the ROHR and MFB. It is evident that the 
period between CA10 and CA90 cannot be defined as the fast-burning period regardless of 
the fuel composition. However, the ROHR’s inflection points shown in Figure 6.7 
successfully identified the fast-burning period. In addition, the CFD simulation results 
Figure 6.6 Rapid-burning period characterized by the duration between CA10 and 
CA90 on the rate of heat release and mass fraction burned for different gas 
composition operations. 
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shown in Figure 6.8 indicated that the end of the fast-burning period was the time when 
the flame front just touched the bowl’s toroidal recess. Therefore, this novel approach can 
help determine the fast-burn period regardless of the fuel composition.  
Figure 6.9 shows the combustion analysis for both methane and NG operation. NG’s higher 
Figure 6.7 Rapid-burning period characterized by the duration between ROHR 
inflection points on the rate of heat release and mass fraction burned for different gas 
composition operations. 
Figure 6.8 CAD simulation predicted flame front location at ROHR inflection points 
for different gas composition operations. 
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flame speed and better ignition quality decreased the spark inception period and increased 
Figure 6.9 Burning duration, mass fraction burned, and average burning rate of early 
flame development, fast-burn, late-burn, and inside-the-bowl burn stages, for different 
gas composition operations. 
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the burn rate compared to methane operation. In addition, NG operation needed less time 
to reach the toroidal recess and therefore shortened the fast-burning period. The higher 
burn rate during fast burn can be explained by NG’s higher laminar flame speed. NG’s 
better performance (shorter burning duration and faster burn rate) was also shown in the 
inside-the-bowl combustion period. Meanwhile, a shorter fast-burning period for the NG 
operation resulted in less NG burning in the squish region during the overlapping between 
the fast- and the slow-burning stages. The NG operation showed a lower burning speed in 
late-burn period probably because of the relative smaller squish height at the same crank 
angle.  
6.3 Spark timing effects on combustion stages 
Chapter 5 described experiments in the metal engine configuration at different spark 
timings, from -30 CAD ATDC to -10 CAD ATDC in 5 CAD increments. The engine was 
fueled with methane and operated at medium load, 900 rpm, ϕ = 0.73 (see Table 2.3 for 
details). As the spark timing significantly change the phasing of both fast- and slow-
burning stages, it is of interest to investigate if the ROHR inflection points can help identity 
the fast-burning period when ST changed.  
Figure 6.10 shows that CA90 was almost identical for all operations, despite the 20 CAD 
differences in ST. In addition, the duration between CA10 and CA90 included some of the 
late combustion period. Therefore, the traditional definition was not appropriate here. 
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However, the novel method shown in Figure 6.11 successfully separated the fast-burning 
 
Figure 6.10 Rapid-burning period characterized by the duration between CA10 and 
CA90 on the rate of heat release and mass fraction burned for different spark timing 
operations. 
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stage from the late combustion or the 2nd peak in the ROHR. The CFD results shown in 
 
Figure 6.11 Rapid-burning period characterized by the duration between ROHR 
inflection points on the rate of heat release and mass fraction burned for different 
spark timing operations. 
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Figure 6.12 suggest that the flame front already touched the bowl center, with high 
turbulent flame speeds for all of the five STs investigated here. All these cases show that 
the flame reached the toroidal recess inside the bowl at the second inflection point, where 
was included in the slow-burn zone. However, the burning conditions inside the squish 
were different. Advanced ST had less fuel burning inside the squish region, which indicates 
that ST controlled the phasing or overlapping between the fast- and slow-burning stages. 
Overall, the ROHR’s inflection points identified better the fast-burning period during the 
spark timing sweep.  
Figure 6.13 presents the effects of spark timing on combustion parameters during different 
combustion stages. The duration of the flame inception decreased with delayed spark 
timing, which can be explained by the decrease in the ignition delay due to the higher 
Figure 6.12 CAD simulation predicted flame front location at ROHR inflection points 
for different spark timing operations. 
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temperature and pressure closer to TDC. The different mass fraction burned in the flame 
Figure 6.13 Burning duration, mass fraction burned, and average burning rate of 
early flame development, fast-burn, late-burn, and inside-the-bowl burn stages, for 
different spark timing operations. 
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inception period suggests that the spark timing also controlled the mass distribution inside 
the combustion chamber. The optimal ST (-20 CAD ATDC) showed the largest burned 
mass and burn rate during spark inception. Delayed ST had the longest fast-burn duration 
probably because it took more time for the flame front to reach the bowl’s toroidal recess. 
However, delayed ST had more fuel burning during the fast-burning duration due to more 
stage overlapping. Delayed ST needed less time to complete the burning during the late 
combusting period, probably because of the lower remaining fuel fraction and also less 
heat transfer from the flame front as the squish height was larger. The duration of burning 
inside the bowl increased with delayed ST except at -25 CAD ATDC ST. Moreover, the 
burn rate inside bowl was faster for delayed ST probably because the spark inception stage 
dominated the overall effects as the ignition delay was too long for advanced ST. 
6.4 Equivalence ratio effects on combustion stages 
Experimental data at several operating conditions that varied the equivalence ratio 
(methane, -10 CAD ATDC ST, medium load, 900 rpm; see Table 2.3 for details) was used 
to investigate if the ROHR’s inflection points can help identity the fast-burning period. 
Figure 6.14 shows that the traditional definition of the fast-burning period (i.e., the duration 
between CA10 and CA90) was not appropriate because it included the late burn 
phenomenon. However, the duration between the 1st and 2nd inflection points of ROHR, 
shown in Figure 6.15, can successfully distinguish the combustion stages, which was also 
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supported by the CFD predictions shown in Figure 6.16. The burning period between the 
two ROHR’s inflection points were tangent to the MFB curve. In addition, the start of the 
rapid-burning period was always the time when flame front touched the bottom center of 
Figure 6.14 Rapid-burning period characterized by the duration between CA10 and 
CA90 on the rate of heat release and mass fraction burned for different equivalence 
ratio operations. 
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the bowl. More, the end of the fast-burning stage was always the CAD when the flame 
front reached the toroidal recess. Consequently, the method introduced in this study was 
effective to determine the rapid burning stage regardless of the mixture equivalence ratios. 
Figure 6.15 Rapid-burning period characterized by the duration between ROHR 
inflection points on the rate of heat release and mass fraction burned for different 
equivalence ratio operations. 
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Figure 6.17 shows combustion characteristics in each heat-release stage. The flame 
inception period decreased with increasing equivalence ratio despite more fuel burning in 
this period, probably due to the increase in the burning rate. Therefore, the fast-burn stage 
for the higher-ϕ operation had a lower duration. This conclusion also fitted for the stage of 
burning inside the bowl region. However, the fuel mass that burned during this stage did 
not show a similar trend. The lower flame speed at the lower ϕ operation (ϕ = 0.71) delayed 
the completion of the fast-burning period, compared to baseline condition (ϕ = 0.73). As a 
result, more fuel in the squish region burned during the fast-burning period for lower-ϕ 
operation because of more overlapping period of the two combustion events. However, for 
higher-ϕ operation (ϕ = 0.76 and 0.80), the increased flame speed helped to burn more mass 
when the flame front touched the toroidal recess. The faster flame front changed the fuel/air 
mixture distribution during combustion event and also the flow motion, which helped to 
Figure 6.16 CAD simulation predicted flame front location at ROHR inflection points 
for different equivalence ratio operations. 
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burn a higher fraction of the fuel inside the bowl region or originally trapped in the slow-
Figure 6.17 Burning duration, mass fraction burned, and average burning rate of 
early flame development, fast-burn, late-burn, and inside-the-bowl burn stages, for 
different equivalence ratio operations. 
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burn zone at the end of fast-burning period. These complicated the effect of the equivalence 
ratio on the late combustion, hence the lack of a clear trend for this duration. 
6.5 Engine speed effects on combustion stages 
Experimental data from an engine speed sweep (900 rpm to 1300 rpm, in 100 rpm 
increments) at constant spark timing (-10 CAD ATDC) and mixture equivalence ratio (ϕ = 
0.73) compared the traditional and novel method in determining fast-burning period. 
Figure 6.18 shows that the period between CA10 and CA90 was not applicable to the 
presented data. However, Figure 6.19 shows that the use of the ROHR’s inflection points 
can determine the fast burning period. The CFD simulations shown in Figure 6.20 further 
proved the effectiveness of the novel segmentation method. Therefore, the novel approach 
was more effective in determining the rapid burning stage compared to traditional method, 
regardless of the engine speeds. 
Figure 6.21 shows the combustion characteristics in each heat-release stage during the 
engine speed sweep. Obviously, as the spark timing was kept constant, higher speed 
delayed the flame inception and thus the longer period for this stage. Although high-speed 
operation had higher turbulence that increased the turbulent flame speed, the faster moving 
piston decreased the time available for chemical reactions and thus the slower flame 
propagation speed. This also delayed the time when the flame front reached the toroidal 
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recess at high-speed operation. Therefore, the duration of the fast-burning period was 
 
Figure 6.18 Rapid-burning period characterized by the duration between CA10 and 
CA90 on the rate of heat release and mass fraction burned for different engine speed 
operations. 
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longer and the burn rate was smaller for high-speed operation. In addition, the delayed 
 
Figure 6.19 Rapid-burning period characterized by the duration between ROHR 
inflection points on the rate of heat release and mass fraction burned for different 
engine speed operations. 
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phasing meant a larger squish height when the flame front was at the same location in the 
combustion chamber for the high-speed operation. As the flame speed in the squish was 
similar, a larger vertical distance in the squish region contributed to more mass to be burned 
per CAD. Therefore, more of the fuel inside the squish region was burned before the flame 
front touched the toroidal recess region. This more overlapping explained the larger mass 
fraction that burned in the fast-burning period at high engine speeds. As a result, there was 
less fuel to burn in the slow-burning stage at higher engine speeds due to the lower 
separation between the two combustion events and the higher burn rate due to the larger 
squish height. Despite Figure 6.21 showing this trend, 900 rpm and 1100 rpm were a little 
off this trend, probably caused by complex interactions between increased turbulence and 
Figure 6.20 CAD simulation predicted flame front location at ROHR inflection points 
for different engine speed operations. 
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a different combustion phasing.  
Figure 6.21 Burning duration, mass fraction burned, and average burning rate of 
early flame development, fast-burn, late-burn, and inside-the-bowl burn stages, for 
different engine speed operations. 
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6.6 Summary 
The traditional segmentation method for the combustion process in conventional SI engines 
was not applicable to NG SI combustion inside a bowl-in-piston combustion chamber. As 
a result, ROHR’s inflection points were used to separate the most important heat release 
stages. This approach can successively separate the fast-burning stage, regardless of 
changes in fuel composition, spark timing, mixture equivalence ratio, and engine speed.  
The early flame development stage was defined as the duration between spark timing and 
1st ROHR inflection. The period between 1st and 2nd ROHR inflection points was defined 
as the fast-burning stage. The late burn stage was defined as the duration between the 2nd 
ROHR inflection point to EOC. The burning duration, burned mass fraction, and burning 
rate were investigated during these three stages. The results indicated that NG operation, 
delayed spark timing, higher equivalence ratio, and lower engine speed (at constant ST) 
shortened the flame inception period. In addition, NG operation, advanced spark timing, 
higher equivalence ratio, and lower engine speed (at constant ST) reduced the completion 
of the fast-burning stage. However, it was more complicated for the fuel that burned before 
the start of the late burn. For example, methane operation at retarded spark timing, higher 
equivalence ratio (compared to baseline), and higher engine speed (at constant ST) burned 
a higher mass fraction before the end of the fast-burn stage. However, a lower equivalence 
ratio (compared to baseline) may also contributed to more fuel burned before the beginning 
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of the late combusting stage. Overall, operating conditions controlled the fuel distribution 
inside the combustion chamber and also the interactions between turbulence and 
combustion, which complicated the analysis of the two distinct combustion events.  
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Chapter 7 Effect of Diesel Geometry on Cycle-to-Cycle 
Variation 
Cycle-to-cycle variations due to variations in the spark event or combustion instabilities 
can be of concern for diesel engines retrofitted to lean-burn NG SI operation. Flame 
visualization provided information about the reliability and robustness of the ignition event, 
flame propagation stability, and late combustion in individual engine cycles. More, it is of 
interest to investigate how changes in operating conditions such as different fuel 
composition, spark timing, mixture equivalence ratio, and engine speed affected the cycle-
to-cycle variation. 
7.1 Sources of cycle-to-cycle variation  
The magnitude of cycle-to-cycle variations is of particular importance in lean-burn NG SI 
engines, as NG’s laminar flame speed is lower than that of gasoline and the difference is 
more significant under lean conditions [11]. However, the cycle-to-cycle variations (CCV) 
must be maintained within acceptable limits (COVIMEP < 5%) [114] for the successful 
conversion of existing diesel engines to NG operation. 
CCV was investigated in this study using the data recorded during experiments in the 
optical engine configuration. The engine was run at -10 CAD ATDC ST, medium load, 900 
rpm engine speed, and low equivalence ratio (ϕ = 0.66). Results showed that the COVIMEP 
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was below 4%, indicating a good combustion stability. Figure 7.1 shows the pressure-based 
data for the individual and the average cycles. In addition to the CCV in start of combustion 
and early flame development, the heat release rate indicated a larger variation in the late-
combustion period (after 20 CAD ATDC), which can be explained by the different mass 
fraction inside the squish region for each cycle. Also, the cumulative heat release indicated 
Figure 7.1 Pressure-based data from optical engine experiments at baseline 
condition: (a) in-cylinder pressure, (b) apparent heat release rate, (c) cumulative heat 
release, and (d) heat loss rate. Thin red and thick dash black lines indicate individual 
cycles and their mean, respectively. 
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that total mass burned in each cycle was different, which also explains the CCV. More, 
differences in turbulence, in-cylinder temperature, and burned zone region size with crank 
angle affected the heat loss of individual cycles, hence the CCV. 
Flame visualization captured the spark event and the early flame development. It is 
Figure 7.2 Spark intensity and arc location variations during spark inception period. 
The blue small cross indicates the spark plug location. 
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important to note that luminosity around the spark region included the spark light reflected 
from the spark-plug electrodes and cylinder head. The spark duration was 1 ms, which 
corresponded to 5.4 CA at 900 rpm. Consequently, the first 15 frames captured the spark 
event (i.e., from ST until -4.6 CAD ATDC). Figure 7.2 shows in-cylinder luminosity from 
the spark timing until the end of the spark event for eight different individual cycles and 
for the average cycle. Some individual cycles (such as cycle 01, 08 and 14) had a stronger 
spark than the rest, which shows the importance of a robust spark event for such engines. 
Also, cycles 15 and 18 had a constant spark luminosity, while cycle 01 showed a strong 
spark only in the first image. A similar observation was for cycle 14, which also had a 
strong spark intensity at first, but a weaker spark intensity later, even though the spark light 
was continuous. In addition to the spark intensity variations, arc location also changed 
cycle-by-cycle. For example, the arc location of cycle 14 was always close to the center of 
the spark plug, but cycle 5 and cycle 7 generated the arc to the right side and to the left side 
of the electrode, respectively. Interestingly, the arc location also moved during the spark 
event, such as cycle 15 which initially had the arc in the center and later it moved to the 
left side. More, Figure 7.2 shows the effect of the spark event on flame inception. Flame 
inception was faster for cycles that showed a continuous spark event such as cycles 15 and 
18. More, the different arc location determined the enflamed position (e.g., to the left in 
cycle 15 and to the right in cycle 18). In contrast, the low spark intensities in cycle 12 
resulted in a weaker flame inception. Consequently, spark quality correlated with flame 
inception, hence the cycle-to-cycle variations. However, the phenomena was much more 
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complex. For example, while cycle 01 had a strong initial spark but a weaker spark later, it 
still had a better and earlier flame development, probably due to a successful ignition of 
the fuel/air mixture. Cycle 05 and cycle 07 had a strong spark arc later in the spark event, 
but a good flame inception, which can be explained by a higher equivalence ratio at the 
spark location. Cycle 08 had a good spark quality in all images but a not-so-good flame 
inception, probably due to a leaner equivalence ratio at the spark location. Turbulence 
effects were evident in cycle 14: even though the energy released was always near the 
center of the spark plug, the flame ignited and propagated to the right and up in the images. 
Overall, the spark intensity, arc location, local turbulence, equivalence ratio, temperature, 
and heat transfer all affected the ignition event, which in turn affected the start of 
combustion, the direction in which flame developed, and flame intensity. 
Figure 7.3, which shows a typical sequence of flame images inside the bowl, after the spark 
events and for the same cycles shown in Figure 7.2, indicates that spark inception would 
determine the subsequent flame propagation. For example, the low intensity flame 
inception was followed by a delayed flame development in cycles 08 and 12. The other 
individual cycles had acceptable flame propagations inside the piston bowl, although the 
spark quality was different, indicating that the fast flame propagation period also played an 
important role in the cycle-to-cycle variation. For example, cycles 15 and 18 had better 
flame inception than cycles 01, 05 and 07, but they all had similar flame propagation, 
showing the importance of turbulence and mixture homogeneity. Cycle 14 had the fastest 
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flame propagation among all the cycles shown in Figure 7.3. Further, FL images also 
 
Figure 7.3 Flame propagation variations during fast burning period. The right column 
shows the average image.
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indicated the flame propagation directions for individual cycles. Flame propagated in 
different directions, which was expected as the turbulence would suffer changes cycle-to-
cycle. Changes in the direction in which the flame developed affected the mass fraction 
trapped inside the squish and its following combustion. In addition, the fuel/air mixing 
homogeneity and turbulence-flame interactions determined the flame propagation path. 
The mean cycle images indicated that flame propagated isotropically towards the squish 
region. 
Figure 7.4 shows the radial flame from spark timing to the time when flame touched the 
edge of the piston bowl. Again, it is important to mention that the spark intensity influenced 
the analysis during the flame inception period, which caused the negative flame expansion 
speed for certain individual cycles shown in Figure 7.4b. However, data such as the one in 
Figure 7.4 Flame development variations during flame development in piston bowl: 
(a) radial flame radius and (b) flame propagation speed. Thin red and thick dashed 
black lines indicate individual cycles and their mean cycle, respectively.. 
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Figure 7.4 helped analyzing the CCV. Irrespective of the spark luminosity effects, the flame 
radius showed that SOC varied with the engine cycle, probably due to variations in the 
mixture equivalence ratio and turbulence around the spark plug, in the heat transfer from 
the spark plug to the engine head, and in the energy released by the spark plug. Additional 
analysis of the flame radius progress in individual cycles suggested that flame propagation 
inside bowl further amplified the CCV. For example, cycles with advanced spark inception 
always had a higher flame propagation speed, evidenced by the higher magnitude of flame 
radius in Figure 7.4a. This was probably due to the higher in-cylinder pressure and/or 
unburned temperature at the same crank angle. In addition, the changes in flame speed at a 
particular crank angle shown in Figure 7.4b also affected CCV. 
Figure 7.5 shows flame activities of the fuel trapped in the bottom corner regions of the 
flat bowl specific to the optical engine configuration. As the bottom region of the flat bowl 
Figure 7.5 Late combustion and oxidation variations during late combusting period. 
The right column shows the average image. 
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had a higher surface-to-volume ratio which lowered the local temperature, it probably also 
trapped an important unburned fuel mass, which then burned slowly throughout the late 
combusting period. The light intensity inside the bowl for cycles 08 and 12 in Figure 7.5 
Figure 7.6 Radial flame front propagation contours in piston bowl for selected 
individual and average cycles. 
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suggest a delayed combustion event. Comparisons of high luminosity locations for 
individual cycles indicated the trapped mass inside the bowl varied with engine cycle, 
which can be explained by the different flame propagation directions shown in Figure 7.3. 
In addition, it seems that the unburned fuel was not always distributed in the corner, 
suggesting that variations in the location of the unburned mixture at the bottom of the bowl 
also contributed to different late combustions phenomena. 
Also, of interest is to visualize the turbulence variations. Figure 7.6 shows the flame front 
location from spark timing to the time the flame was out of sight. The strong wrinkling of 
the turbulent flame for individual cycles suggests a strong variation in turbulence 
distribution with the engine cycle. In addition, the strong flame curvature and/or rotation 
indicate the swirl-turbulence interactions were also evident. The cycle-averaged flame edge 
shown in Figure 7.6 was relatively circular throughout the visualization period. Moreover, 
the cycle-averaged flame had a counter-clock rotation due to the intake-generated swirl. 
Figure 7.7 presents the flame contours based on the equivalent flame radius in Figure 7.6. 
The closer contours around the spark plug location were representative of the slower flame 
speed during flame inception, also shown in Figure 7.4. The almost-constant spacing 
between flame contours after flame inception supports the stable flame propagation 
hypothesis. The spacing between flame contours became smaller near the edge of the bowl, 
supporting the flame quenching hypothesis. Figure 7.7 also suggests that for some 
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individual cycles the flame initially propagated fast in one direction, then the whole 
enflamed region began to develop isotropically. As mentioned before, this was probably 
due to the variations of the mixture equivalence ratio, arc location and energy-release 
Figure 7.7 Radial flame development based on the equivalent flame radius in piston 
bowl for selected individual and average cycles. 
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intensity, and turbulence around the spark plug. In addition, it also suggests that variations 
in the spark inception could play an important role in cycle-to-cycle variations. More, the 
circular flame propagation seen for the average cycle suggests that flame front would touch 
first the right edge of the bowl from the viewpoint in the figure. This observation can be 
Figure 7.8 Flame center displacement for selected individual and average cycles. 
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explained by the tilted-to-the-left position of the spark plug relative to the cylinder axis. 
This will theoretically increase the heat transfer to the cylinder head to the left of the image, 
which will favor initial flame propagation to the right.  
Figure 7.8 shows the movement of the flame center with crank angle relative to the spark 
plug position, for selected individual cycles and the average cycle. The flame center 
movement added to the counter-clock flame rotation seen in Figure 7.6, which was 
probably due to the intake-generated swirl. The flame center movement was stochastic, due 
to the stochastic nature of the interaction between the in-cylinder turbulence (i.e., swirl, 
squish and tumble) and combustion process. Further, while the flame centers in the average 
cycle also had a similar counterclockwise movement, the magnitude was much smaller. 
These observations are also important when related to the usual discussions in the CFD 
modeling community of RANS versus LES simulations to predict in-cylinder combustion 
phenomena. 
In conclusion, the sources of cycle-to-cycle variations in this retrofitted engines were the 
variations in (i) spark intensity, arc location, and energy released, (ii) local mixture 
equivalence ratio, turbulence, pressure, and temperature, (iii) the interaction between 
intake swirl and flow motion caused by piston movement and the combustion chamber 
which determines the flame propagation direction, (iv) the mass burned per cycle and heat 
transfer. However, the COV of IMEP was less than 4%, suggesting the promise for heavy-
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duty CI engines converted to NG SI operation. This acceptable cycle-to-cycle variation at 
lean-burn operation was the effect of the combustion chamber used in this study. 
Specifically, the high turbulence in the bowl region guaranteed a fast combustion event 
which help to stabilize the flame propagation. 
7.2 Effect of operating condition on cycle-to-cycle variation 
Four hundred consecutive cycles were collected from experiments in the metal engine 
configuration that changed the fuel composition, spark timing, mixture equivalence ratio, 
and engine speed. This section evaluated the effects of the operating condition on the cycle-
to-cycle variations. 
Four parameters were used to investigate the CCV. A traditional estimator of the CCV was 
the COV of IMEP. The second estimator used here was the COV of combustion duration 
(DOC = CA95-CA5). Similar to its previous use in the literature to evaluate CCV, the 
statistical processing of the peak cylinder pressure (PCP) has also been used in this work. 
Therefore, the standard deviation (STD) and COV of PCP were the other two parameters 
used in this work to investigate CCV. IMEP measures engine’s capacity to do work and is 
independent of engine displacement [12]. IMEP can be considered as the mean pressure 
acting on a piston during compression and expansion strokes. In other words, IMEP is a 
parameter that characterizes the whole combustion event. Consequently, COV of IMEP is 
a coefficient related to the whole combustion event [70]. Similarly, COV of DOC can be 
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regarded as a qualitative cycle-integrated parameter [70]. In contrast, peak pressure was 
affected by the history of spark inception and the subsequent fully-developed turbulent 
flame propagation, but not affected by the late combusting period. Therefore, COV and 
STD of peak pressure only partial characterized the combustion event. 
Experiments were performed at baseline condition (-10 CAD ATDC ST, medium load, 
Figure 7.9 Effect of gas composition on cycle-to-cycle variation: (a) COVIMEP, (b) 
COVDOC, (c) COVPCP, and (d) STDPCP. 
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900rpm, ϕ = 0.73 for methane and ϕ = 0.71 for NG, see Table 2.3). Figure 7.9 shows the 
COVIMEP for both fuels was lower than 2%, indicating stable lean-burn operation. More, 
the COVPCP was under 7%, hence the flame propagation was stable. To be specific, NG 
shows lower coefficient of variation and standard deviation of peak cylinder pressure, 
suggesting a lower cycle-to-cycle variation compared with CH4. This can be explained by 
the addition of heavier hydrocarbons to CH4, which improved the ignition process and 
Figure 7.10 Effect of spark timing on cycle-to-cycle variation: (a) COVIMEP, (b) 
COVDOC, (c) COVPCP, and (d) STDPCP. 
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increased the flame propagation speed, in turn helping to decrease the cycle-to-cycle 
variation [115]. Considering the small percentage of higher hydrocarbons for NG shown 
in Table 2.3, it seems that even small amounts of higher species of hydrocarbon additives 
produced a more stable combustion process compared to CH4 only. However, the 
traditional estimator COVIMEP indicates NG operation had a higher CCV, which was 
different from the conclusion from COVPCP. The work variation in the second stage of 
combustion (i.e., during the slow-burn) probably varied more for NG operation, which 
affected the overall IMEP. In addition, a smaller of COVDOC for NG operation further 
suggests a more stable combustion event than engine fueled with pure CH4.  
Figure 7.10 shows the effect of spark timing (see Table 2.3 for operation conditions) on 
cycle-to-cycle variations. The lack of knocking and small COVIMEP and COVDOC values 
suggest stable combustion at all investigated STs. Advanced ST decreased the cycle-to-
cycle variation because it shifted the flame propagation at more favorable in-cylinder 
conditions for the flame development. This was true for COVPCP and STDPCP except at -30 
CAD ATDC ST (as shown in Figure 7.10c), which can be explained by the late combustion 
effects. Specifically, Figure 5.7 indicates that, for the average pressure trace, the maximum 
pressure location was close to the position of the second peak of heat release rate located 
(also evidenced by reduced peak-growth trend at -30 CAD ATDC ST compared to delayed 
ST), which was also true for individual cycles. It can be concluded that the different 
phasing and intensity of the second heat release peak (shown in Figure 5.8) during the late 
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burning period largely increased the variations in the peak cylinder pressure for -30 CAD 
ATDC ST. As to COVIMEP and COVDOC, they did not show the expected trend (i.e., 
advanced ST decreased the cycle-to-cycle variation, similar to the trend of COVPCP and 
STDPCP), which indicates that COVIMEP was not enough to properly evaluate the CCV for 
NG SI burning in a diesel-like environment, at least under the conditions investigated here. 
This was probably due to the COVIMEP being affected by the late combustion event, in 
Figure 7.11 Effect of equivalence ratio on cycle-to-cycle variation: (a) COVIMEP, (b) 
COVDOC, (c) COVPCP, and (d) STDPCP. 
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addition to many other factors such as the spark intensity and location, turbulence around 
spark and in the main combustion chamber, piston geometry, residual gas composition, 
operating conditions (spark timing, load, speed, and mixture equivalence ratio), etc. 
Figure 7.11 presents several different lean burn mixtures (see Table 2.3 for operation 
conditions) influence on cycle-to-cycle variations. As ϕ decreased, the air to fuel ratio 
Figure 7.12 Effect of engine speed on cycle-to-cycle variation: (a) COVIMEP, (b) 
COVDOC, (c) COVPCP, and (d) STDPCP. 
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increased, resulting in a lower adiabatic flame speed and occasional flame quenching 
and/or misfiring [12], especially when compared to stoichiometric operation. But the 
relative small values for COVIMEP and COVDOC shown in Figure 7.11 help alleviate this 
concern. A faster flame propagation can generally compensate for the differences in flame 
inception, hence the decreasing CCV. This can be achieved by increasing the equivalence 
ratio or using a faster-burning fuel. The COVPCP and STDPCP, shown in Figure 7.11, agreed 
well with this hypothesis. However, the COVIMEP and COVDOC were not correlated with ϕ, 
probably due to the late burn effects, which suggests that more parameters (such as COVPCP 
and STDPCP) are needed to correlate the cycle-to-cycle variations.  
Figure 7.12 shows the cycle-to-cycle variation results for the engine speed sweep (see Table 
2.3 for details). A low COVIMEP irrespective of engine speed and fuel suggests no misfire 
cycles existed even under higher speed. It is also interesting that the STDPCP decreased with 
engine speed, probably due to the less time available for fuel to burn and the faster flame 
speed that decreased the differences in peak pressure under the premise of a good spark 
ignition event and no misfiring. However, COVIMEP and COVDOC shown in Figure 7.12 did 
not show any correlation with speed. This suggests that COVPCP and STDPCP would be 
better to evaluate the cycle-to-cycle variation for two-zone combustion, while COVIMEP 
that recorded the whole history of combustion would be good to evaluate power output 
variations that may affect vehicle drivability. 
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7.3 Summary 
Spark quality, fluid motion, and mixture composition varied with engine cycle, and 
therefore contributed to combustion variability. Cyclic differences in gas motion in the 
vicinity of the spark plug resulted in differences in motion of the flame kernel during its 
early stages of development. Differences in turbulence resulted in differences in the rates 
at which the initially smooth surface of the flame kernel became wrinkled and convoluted 
by the flow. Differences in the amount of fuel and air which enter each cylinder cycle-by-
cycle, the nonuniformity in composition of the entering charge, and any incomplete mixing 
of that entering charge with the residual gases in the cylinder also contributed to 
combustion variability. However, all these factors were within the direct control of this 
fast-burn combustion chamber, evidenced by the acceptable COVIMEP. 
In addition, NG operation, advanced spark timing, higher equivalence ratio and higher 
engine speed seemed help to decrease the cycle-by-cycle variations for the conditions 
investigated here. Different initial flame development changed the interaction of the flame 
front with the squish later in the flame propagation process. Therefore, COVPCP and 
STDPCP were better for evaluating the cycle-to-cycle variation for the combustion event 
investigated here compared to the COVIMEP and COVDOC because they were less affected 
by the late burn phenomenon. 
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Chapter 8 Conclusions 
The increase of natural gas utilization for on- and off-road power applications can reduce 
U.S. dependence on imported oil and enhance national energy security. In a cost-oriented 
market like U.S., the conversion of existing diesel engines to natural gas spark-ignition 
operation with the least amount of engine and control modifications is an economical and 
promising approach for heavy-duty applications, which can be achieved by the addition of 
a gas injector in the intake manifold for fuel delivery and of a spark plug in place of the 
diesel injector to initiate and control combustion. 
Existing studies indicate a slow and delayed late combusting period for natural gas burning 
in the original diesel bowl-in-piston combustion chamber, which is not representative of 
conventional spark ignited engines. It supports the hypothesis that natural gas premixed 
combustion inside a bowl-in-piston-and-flat-head geometry has substantial differences 
compared to the typical spark ignition regime. Consequently, the main objective of this 
dissertation was to improve the available information on natural gas flame propagation 
characteristics inside a bowl-in-piston combustion chamber, under lean burn conditions. 
Steady-state experiments, that changed gas composition, spark timing, mixture equivalence 
ratio, and engine speed, were performed to provide high-quality data for the 3D numerical 
models. In addition, the base engine was modified to an optical accessible configuration to 
obtain information that conventional measurements in all-metal engines cannot provide. 
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Specifically, optical measurements of flame luminosity inside the piston’s bowl were used 
to investigate flame inception and propagation, and the cycle-to-cycle variation. CFD 
simulations provided additional information on the turbulence distribution inside the 
combustion chamber, which would explain the flame propagation characteristics including 
flame propagation inside the (not-visualized) squish region, for all operating conditions 
investigated here. Based on both experimental and numerical studies conducted in this 
research, the following conclusions can be drawn: 
 The G-equation-based RANS simulation agreed well with experimental data using 
a unique set of model tuning parameters, regardless of combustion chamber shape, 
fuel composition, spark timing, mixture equivalence, and engine speed. In addition, 
RANS simulation successfully captured physical quantities such as the geometric 
features. 
 Optical measurements using a Bowditch piston provided valuable flame 
development characteristic of the metal configuration, from the early flame 
development to the time when flame touched the bowl edge. The cylindrical bowl 
provided better optical access and avoided image distortion issues. However, the 
cylindrical bowl bottom trapped an important mass of fuel that burned slowly, a 
phenomenon that would not seem to exist in the toroidal bowl. As a result, it was 
difficult to assess with certitude that the late combustion phenomena captured by 
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the CMOS camera was representative of the metal engine operation.  
 As the optical and metal engine configuration generated similar in-cylinder flow 
motion despite the different piston geometry, the optical engine can be used to 
investigate turbulence characteristics, such as the interaction between piston-
induced motion and swirl. Cold-flow measurements would be preferred because 
the combustion-induced motion seemed affected by the different bowl geometry. 
 The squish created a strong radial inward movement into the bowl during 
compression. In addition, tumble was generated inside the bowl due to the 
interaction between the squish-generated flow and the flow generated by the 
upward piston movement. This resulted in a strong turbulence inside the bowl near 
top dead center compared to the low turbulence intensity inside the squish region. 
However, there was a moderate turbulence near the spark plug location, which both 
helped with flame inception and avoided flame extinction in its early stages. 
Moreover, in-cylinder motion moved the unburned mixture towards and away the 
flame front during compression and expansion, respectively. 
 The differences in turbulence between the inside- and outside-the-bowl regions 
partitioned the lean burn natural gas combustion into two distinct events in terms 
of timing and location: a fast, thick flame inside the bowl and a slow, thinner, and 
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delayed flame inside the squish region. Specifically, the inside the bowl 
experienced high turbulence, which increased the local turbulent flame speed, 
hence the high temperature of the combustion products behind the flame. The 
squish and bowl recess region experienced a much lower turbulence, which, 
combined with the reduced temperature and pressure during the expansion stroke, 
and the higher surface/volume ratio, reduced the turbulent flame speed. The slow 
burning event in the squish region can help explain the low slope of the heat release 
rate towards the end of combustion in existing studies. In addition, the less- 
favorable conditions for the combustion in the squish region explained the 
increased carbon monoxide and unburned hydrocarbon emissions in such 
retrofitted engines. 
 The fast combustion in the bowl region and high heat transfer in the squish region 
explained the lack of knocking in this 13.3 compression ratio natural gas spark 
ignition engine under lean-burn, medium-load, and low-speed conditions 
investigated here. 
 The timing the flame front touched the bowl recess inside the bowl can be used to 
separate the 1st and 2nd combustion stages. An important fuel fraction burning in 
the late combustion stage can create a secondary peak in the apparent heat release 
rate towards the end of combustion. The operating conditions influenced the fuel 
fraction burning in the 2nd combustion stage and also the overlapping/phasing of 
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the fast- and slow-burn stages. For example, the addition of high hydrocarbons in 
the fuel gas decreased the burning duration of the 1st stage combustion and 
therefore advanced the start of the 2nd stage combustion to a more optimum 
condition, despite more evident late burn phenomenon (defined as the second peak 
or “bump” in the heat release rate after its main peak). Combined with a higher 
heating value, it increased the engine efficiency when the spark timing was 
retarded compared to the optimum. More, advanced spark timing increased the 
phasing difference between the fast- and slow-burn regions and the mass of fuel 
burning in the 2nd combustion stage, which made the secondary peak in the 
apparent heat release rate more evident in both the individual and average engine 
cycles. Therefore, advanced spark timing resulted in a more frequent and higher 
intensity late burn phenomenon. Interestingly, the late burn phenomenon was also 
evident at optimal spark timing. The mixture equivalence ratio also controlled the 
magnitude of the late burn event, albeit in a more complex way. Higher equivalence 
ratio can advance the start of the burning event inside the squish region, which can 
reduce the late burn. However, a leaner mixture retarded the phasing of 1st 
combustion stage and therefore burned more fuel in the squish region due to a 
larger vertical distance of the clearance height before the end of the fast-burn event, 
which also helped to alleviate the late burn. For increased engine speed at constant 
spark timing, the phasing of the 1st combustion stage was retarded, which resulted 
in more overlapping of the two combustion stages and therefore less visible late 
burn phenomenon. 
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 Peak cylinder pressure and its location, IMEP, thermal efficiency, CA10, and CA50 
were correlated to changes in the fuel composition, spark timing, equivalence ratio, 
and engine speed. Specifically, the addition of ethane and propane increased flame 
propagation and the power output probably due to the higher heating value, better 
ignition quality, and higher flame propagation speed. Delayed spark timing, lower 
equivalence ratio, and higher engine speed would decrease the peak pressure, 
IMEP and retard the CA10, CA50, and peak pressure location. However, CA90 
and combustion duration did not show any strong correlations, probably due to the 
late-combustion effects. 
 The end of combustion and CA90 was not heavily affected by the operating 
conditions. Therefore, the traditional definition of rapid burning period (duration 
between CA10 and CA90) was not applicable to such retrofitted engines. However, 
the period between the inflection points in the apparent heat release rate can be 
used to define the fast-burn event in this study. CFD simulation results indicated 
that this simple method was effective. The trends of combustion duration, mass of 
fuel burned, and burn rate for each combustion stage were reasonable and echoed 
the effects of operating conditions summarized before.  
   Optical measurements indicated that the spark event, flame inception, and flame 
propagation contributed to cycle-to-cycle variations. Specifically, spark intensity 
and arc location, in-cylinder motion, and mixture equivalence ratio around the 
spark plug influenced the flame propagation process. As a result, the flame initiated 
faster in one direction for several cycles and then propagated isotropically. 
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Turbulence and mixture homogeneity inside the bowl, together with the intake 
swirl, determined the flame propagation such as its speed and direction. But a more 
successful kernel inception can generally advance the phasing of the 1st 
combustion event and the start of 2nd combustion stage. Variations in the mass of 
fuel that burned in the late combusting period also contributed to cycle-to-cycle 
variations. More, different combustion phasing, flame-turbulence interactions, 
heat loss rate also played important roles in the cycle-by-cycle variations. Despite 
the strong evidence of turbulent flame wrinkling seen in the movies of individual 
cycles, the cycle-averaged flame edge in the 2D images was relatively circular 
throughout the visualization period. This phenomenon validated the time-filtered 
RANS simulation approach that only resolved large-scale eddies and modeled the 
remaining scales. 
  The addition of heavier hydrocarbons, advanced spark timing, higher equivalence 
ratio and higher engine speed decreased the cycle-by-cycle variations for the 
conditions investigated here. Variations in the initial flame development affected 
the interaction of the flame front with the squish later in the flame propagation 
process. Therefore, the coefficient of variation and standard deviation of peak 
cylinder pressure were needed to evaluate the cycle-to-cycle variation for the 
combustion event investigated here in addition to the coefficient of variation of 
IMEP and the combustion duration, because they were less affected by the late 
burn phenomenon. More, the coefficient of variation of IMEP would be efficient 
in evaluating power output variations that may affect vehicle drivability. 
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   The low cycle-to-cycle variation (COVIEMP lower than 4 % and 2 % for optical and 
metal engine experiments, respectively), moderate pressure rise rate, and lack of 
knocking showed promise for heavy-duty compression ignited engines converted 
to natural gas lean-burn spark ignited operation. 
 The slow-burning stage cannot be avoided in such retrofitted engines. As a result, 
optimum design and control should reduce the fuel fraction contained in the squish 
region at the end of the fast burn inside the bowl and/or advance the phasing of the 
second combustion stage. This can be achieved by optimizing the combustion 
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